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Summary 

The focus of this work has been to create a electronic contact with dimensions 
in the order of nanometers, a so-called nanocontact , which in the future can be 
used to conneet a single molecule to an electronic circuit. To do so, lithograpbic 
techniques have been combined with scanning probe microscopy (SPM) . 

To be more specific, electron beam lithography was used to create structures 
on a silicon substrate with , on one side, macroscopie dimensions and on the other 
side dimensions in the order of 100-200 nm. And the SPM used to image the 
surface and perfarm manipulations on top of it, wasanatomie force microscope 
(AFM). After the successful creation the lithograpbic contacts, the substrate 
cantairring these structures was covered with a layer of aminoethylaminopropy
trimethoxisilane (APTS). On top of this layer, colloidal gold nanoparticles with 
diameters of 15 nm were introduced. To form the nanocontact, the AFM was 
used in tapping mode to move these particles between the nanoscopic ends of 
a pair of lithograpbic structures, the so-called "fingers" , to form a chain of 
particles from finger to finger to create a conducting path. 

Manipulating particles far away from the lithograpbic leads was no problem; 
particles could be positioned in any desired configuration and it also proved to 
be possible to move multiple particles tagether with a single movement attempt. 

However, in the vicinity of the fingers , manipulation was more troublesome. 
Trying to move particles between the fingers with the AFM, caused "debris" to 
appear on the surface, blocking off all access-routes for creating a nanocontact. 
Also, due to convolution the exact location of the fingers was unknown, occa
sionally causing the AFM-tip to be moved to far and crashed into the fingers, 
causing them to bend and prevent the successful formation of a nanocontact. 

Therefore an alternative has been tried. This alternative also involved an 
AFM, but this time it was used in contact mode, to etch trenches with dimen
sions in the order of nanometers into a layer of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS). 
To do so, a bias was applied between the conductive AFM-tip and the silicon 
substrate. During the etching experiments, the applied voltage, the force with 
which the tip was pressed into the OTS, the number of times the tip was passed 
over the same location for etching and the scan speed of the tip were varied and 
the effects of these variations on the depth and width of the trenches have been 
determined. 

Finally, after having determined how the trench dimensions depend on the 
aforementioned parameters, gold particles were introduced into ( onto) the trenches. 
Though the trenches were not completely filled particles, particles clearly pre
ferred to absorb into the trenches rather than settle on the un-etched OTS. 
Thus, this technique makes it possible to form a gold nanowire by self-assembly. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

Nanotechnology is a broad field of science that has emerged over the past two 
decades and keeps on growing rapidly. The field encompass many subjects , like 
electronics, material science (both organic and inorganic) and metrology, and 
offers a wide range of applications in science as wel! as in industry and in every 
day life. 

The term "nano" itself comes from the Greek word nanos, meaning dwarf 
and in science it is used as a prefix to denote one-billionth ( 1/1,000,000,000 ). 
In this sense nanotechnology is a rather awkwardly chosen name ( one-billionth 
of a technology?) and it would be better to use the term nanometertechnology, 
since nanotechnology deals with techniques, materials and machines at the 
nanometer scale. With one nanometer (1 nm) being one-bil!ionth of a me
ter. To give an idea of how smal! this really is, a single benzene molecule is 
approximately 1 nanometer big and about a thousand of these molecules fit on 
the point of a needle. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of length-scales ranging from 
the human (macroscopie) scale down to the nanoscale. 

There are many techniques and machines available to explore the nanoworld, 
but they can all be divided into two categories: top-down and bottom-upapproaches. 
Top-down is the miniaturization of structures to ever smaller dimensions. The 
development of transistors (and consequently computer chips) in the past five 
decades is a clear example of a top-down approach. Bottorn-up works in the 
exact opposite direction; increasingly bigger and more complex structures are 
assembied out of smaller and sim pier building-blocks. The chemica! synthesis of 
(biologica!) macromolecules is an example of such a bottorn-up technique. Both 
approaches have been converging to the same nanoscale, see figure 1.2. 

As exciting as this convergence in itself it may be, it are of course the new ma
terials, machines, techniques and applications (made possible by both bottorn
up and top- down techniques), that drive both science and industry to advance 
the field of nanotechnology ever further. The most obvious result of nanotech
nology thus far is miniaturization, with the computer-chip as its prime example; 
smaller dimensions mean the better use of resources, less waste and pollution, 
lower energy-consumption and therefore lower costs. 

Another effect of miniaturization, is the realization, that materials behave 
differently on different length scales; the properties of a material in bulk, are 
completely different from the properties the same material has, when the object 
it forms, has dimensions in the order of molecules or even atoms. This effect 
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Figure 1.1: Going from the "real" world to the nanoworld. The image is an 
adaptation from figure 1.1 of [1] . 

is due to small structures obeying the laws of quanturn mechanics and has first 
been mentioned by Richard Feynman, in his now famous 1959 lecture "There is 
plenty of room at the bottom; an invitation to enter a new field of physics". 

A few examples of such materials with new properties, based on nanotechnol
ogy, are: nanocolloids, molecular solar cells and carbon nanotubes. A nanocol
loid basically is a partiele of nanometer size (1 to 100 nm) and it is used to both 
study the fundamental properties of colloidal systems themselves, as well as the 
impravement of everyday appliances like iron oxides on computer hard-disks and 
pigments for paints and toners. Molecular solar cells are single molecules that 
can gather light and convert it into electricity. Because of there small size and 
composition they can be incorporated into thin films (100 to 300 nm) that can 
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Figure 1.2: Several techniques and fields of research are converging to the same 
nano-lengthscale. The image is an adaptation from figure 1.2 of [1]. 

be applied cheaply to a wide variety of substrates. Lastly, carbon nanotubes 
are tubes consisting of hexagonal rings of carbon and one of the reasans they 
are studied , is for their transport properties (of bath electrans as well as single 
atoms). 

In • order to study and develop these materials it is necessary to be able 
to abserve and manipulate them. To do so, a lot of different machines and 
techniques have been developed. Electromagnetic radiation, inthefarm of light, 
is used in a conventional microscope to detect small objects. But sirree the 
wavelengths of visible light lie between 380 and 780 nm, an ordinary light
microscope is unsuited for observing structures with dimensions of 100 nm or 
smaller. The straightforward solution, of going to electromagnetic radiation 
with wavelengths of 0.001 to 10 nm, has been around for decennia in the farm 
of röntgen- and electron-microscopes and as such is used to look at nanoscale 
features. However , these techniques could not be used for living tissue and other 
methods had to be developed. 

One such technique is scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). With 
this technique, a probe, consisting of a conical glass-fiber with a nanometer 
size aperture, is brought close to the surface. The probe interacts with the 
substrate and the light it collects is convoluted by this interaction. Due to this 
convolution, the captured light carries information of structures with dimensions 
far smaller than the actual wavelengthof the light. 

Another widely used technique for "looking" at nanostructures, does away 
with optical microscopy all together . These techniques, called scanning probe 
microscopy (SPM) techniques, instead use a small probe that is scanned over the 
feature of interest with nanometer precision. This probe usually is a needie like 
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structure, also called a tip, with a small opening angle and a tip-termination with 
dimensions in the order nanometers, and it is placed close to the feature (the 
tip-sample separation ranging from nothing, contact that is, to tens of nanome
ters) to allow the forces of the tip to interact with those of the substrate. By 
measuring these interactions, information of the sample can be obtained with 
nanometer resolution. Several different SPM-techniques have been developed, 
each one using different interaction effects . The two most widely used tech
niques are scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and atomie force microscopy 
(AFM). With STM, a tunnelling current is used toprobe a sample-surface and 
AFM uses atomie interaction-forces, like Van der Waals forces, to obtain its 
nanoscopic information. An added advantage of most SPM techniques is, that 
besides imaging, they can also be used to manipulate matter on the nanoscale. 

In this work, a number of the already mentioned techniques and materials, 
tagether with some other nanotechnologies, will be used to develop a method, 
with which it will be possible to conneet a single molecule to a macroscopie 
electronic circuit. 

As already stated, miniaturization has led to ever smaller dimensions of elec
tronic components and at the moment , it are optica! lithography techniques, 
that are used for the mass production of such components. However , as con
ventional lithography is reaching the limits of the dimensions of the structures 
that can be created with it , new techniques for designing even smaller electrical 
components will have to be developed. 

One approach, is to see whether or not single molecules. can be used as 
electronic components. In order to do so, it will have to be possible to conneet 
a single molecule to a macroscopie electronic circuit. This calls for a contact 
that has dimensions of the same order of magnitude as the dimensions of the 
molecule; a so-called nanocontact. 

This thesis reports two ways in which it has been tried to create such a 
nanocontact. The first method is a two step approach, in which first electron
beam lithography is used to manufacture structures that have macroscopie di
mensions on one side and dimensions in the order of 100-200 nm, on the other 
side. Secondly, colloidal gold-nanoparticles are introduced on the sample can
tairring the lithograpbic structures. And with the aid of an AFM, it is tried to 
move and align these particles in such a fashion that they form a conducting 
path between two lithograpbic contacts. 

The second method explored in this thesis also incorporates the use of an 
AFM, but this time it will not be used to push particles. Instead, it will be used 
to etch trenches, with dimensions in the order of nanometers, into a polymer 
layer. By applying a bias voltage between the conductive AFM-tip and the 
sample, these trenches can be written into the polymer. Next, the same kind 
of gold colloids, as mentioned in the previous approach, will be applied to the 
sample containing the trenches, to see whether or not these gold particles will 
self-assemble into these trenches. 

The further outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 deals with the 
theory regarding conduction through the aforementioned nanocontact. Subse
quently, the techniques, machines and materials used for creating the contact 
are described in the chapter 3. Then come the results and the ·discussion in 
chapter 4, foliowed by the conclusions in the last chapter. 



Chapter 2 

Theory 

By applying a bias potential over two contacts, it is expected that a current wil! 
start to flow between the two leads, but what are the laws that govern this charge 
transport? As wil! be seen, the dimensions of the structures, through which the 
current fiows, determine what kind of transport wil! occur. To demonstrate 
this , first macroscopie conduction wil! be discussed briefiy. Followed by the typ
ical length scales that limit the validity of macroscopie conduction laws. The 
nanocontact developed in this thesis, see the subsequent chapters, is a typical 
example of a conductor that has dimensions which are toa smal! to allow it to 
be correctly described with macroscopie conduction laws. With a nanocontact 
being an electronic lead with dimensions in the order of nanometers. To accu
rately describe conduction through such a nanocontact , or any other mesoscopic 
structure, other transport laws wil! have to be used (mesoscopic meaning that 
the dimensions are intermediate between macroscopie ( ohmic) and microscopie 
(atomie) dimensions) . A lot of work has already been doneon mesoscopic con
ductance and most of this research resolves around the "La)Jdauer approach" , 
where the conductance is obtained from the transmission matrix for a scatter
ing region connecting two ballistic leads [2-4]. In this chapter the basic ideas of 
this approach wil! be discussed tagether with the assumptions made to derive 
them (fora more advanced treatise on Laudauer theory, the reader is referred to 
books and articles in the literature [2 , 5]). To end this chapter, the limitations 
of the Landauer theory, tagether with possible approaches to deal with these 
limitations, wil! be discussed briefiy. 

2.1 Resistance through a ballistic conductor 

For macroscopie systems the conductance G, is given by the Ohmic sealing 
relation 

G = uW/L (2.1) 

with u being conductivity, W the width of the conducting path and L its length, 
see figure 2 .1. A. 

Ifthis relation were to hold for all possible dimensions ofthe conducting path, 
then the conductance would become infinitely large if the lengthof the conductor 
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Contact 1 Contact2 
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Figure 2.1: Two leads connected by a ballistic conductor of length L and width 
W. Due to an applied bias, the two leads have different chemica! potentials, 
causing a current to flow. 

became infinitely short. However as L decreases, G reaches a maximum value 
Ge. 

The reason behind this maximum conductance is , that if the dimensions of 
the conductor (in this case its width W) become smaller than a certain length 
scale, then equation 2.1 , which describes ohmic conduction behavior, is no Jonger 
valid. These length scales are; the Fermi wavelength, the mean free path and 
the phase relaxation length. 

For a free electron gas , the wavelength >. is given by 

À= _h_ 
J2mE 

(2.2) 

with h the Planck constant , m and E the mass and energy of the electrans 
respectively [2] . At low temperatures the conductanceis completely described by 
electrans with energy close to the Fermi energy EF. And the Fermi wavevector 
kt can be described by the electron density ns according to 

kt= J21rns, 

resulting in a Fermi wavelength of: 

>-t = 27r = (2ir 
kt V-:;;; 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

For a 2 dimensional electron gas with an electron density of 5·1015 /m2 this 
means a Fermi wavelength >. t of 35 nm. 

The second length scale is the free mean path Lm . This relates to the 
distance an electron can travel befare its initia! momenturn is changed through 
collisions. In a perfect crystal, the electron experiences a periadie j:>otential and 
mathematically its movement can be described as if it were rnaving through a 
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vacuum by replacing the mass of the electron with an effective mass. However 
impurities, phonons and other electrans lead to collisions that scatter an electron 
from one state to another and thereby change its momentum. The typical time it 
takes for an electron to change its momenturn is called the momenturn relaxation 
timeTmand multiplying it with the Fermi velocity Vf (vt = fikt/m) gives the 
mean free path: 

(2.5) 

Again taking ns = 5·1015 / m2 and assuming a relaxation time Tm of 100 ps, 
gives Lm = 30 J-Lffi. 

Lastly there is the phase relaxation length L'P, which is the length over which 
the phase is modified through collisions. As such the phase relaxation length 
is similarly to the free mean path. However to modify the phase, the scatter 
has to be fiuctuating in time. The simplest way to derive L 'P is simply taking 
equation 2.5 and replacing Tm by T 'P, with T 'P being the phase relaxation time. 

(2.6) 

However this is only true if T 'P is of the same order or shorter as Tm is, which is 
the case in high-mobility semiconductors. But with low mobility conductors or 
polycrystalline metal films the phase relaxation time can be much langer than 
the momenturn relaxation time and the motion of the electrans over the phase 
relaxation time is not ballistic, causing the phase relaxation length to be defined 
differently: 

(2.7) 

Taking the same values for ns and Tm as in the example of Lm and assuming 
for the moment that T 'P = 2T m , the phase relaxation length can be determined 
to be 30 J-Lm. 

The dimensions of a typical nanocontact, as its name already suggests, are 
in the order of nanometers and clearly smaller than one or more of the above 
mentioned characteristic length scales, clearly indicating that ohmic conduction 
laws are not suited to describe this system. With typical dimensions of around 
100 nm, the nanocontact described in this work also falls into this category and 
it will have to be described differently. 

Befare going to methad most frequently used to describe mesoscopic trans
port , i.e. Landauer theory, a further look is taken at a ballistic conductor (a 
conductor with no scattering that is). As already stated, the conductance will 
reach a maximum value Ge, but where does the resistance, necessary for this 
maximum, come from (after all a ballistic conductor should have zero resis
tance)? The resistance comes from the interface between the conductor and 
the leads to which the conductor is connected. Therefore it is called the con
tact resistance G(/. In the leads, which have big dimensions compared to the 
characteristic length scales, an infinite number of sub-bands, also referred to 
as transverse modes, can carry the current. But in the conductor, whose di
mensions are small compared to the characteristic length scales, the current is 
carried by only a few modes. This difference in modes at the interface causes the 
current to redistribute itself along the different current-carrying modes, leading 
to the interface resistance. 
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To calculate this resistance for an applied bias p,1 -p,2, it is assumed that the 
cantacts are "reflectionless" . Reflectionless meaning, that electrans which are in 
the conductor, and are flowing towards the interface, willenter the leads without 
any chance of reflecting back into the conductor. Numerical calculations [6] 
show that as long as the energy is not to close to the bottorn of a conducting 
(sub- )band, an electron can exit from a narrow conductor into a wide contact 
with negligible chance of reflection. Note that this does not automatically mean 
that electrans coming from the leads to the conductor will cross the interface 
without reflections. As a result the +k states in the conductor will only be 
filled with electrans coming from the left contact, where +k denotes the wave 
vector in the positive x-direction, and the -k states will only be filled with 
electrans coming from the right contact. If the electrans in the left lead have 
a chemica! potential of p,1 and the ones in the right lead of p,2, then because 
there is no causa! relationship between both cantacts ( d ue to ballistic transport 
and the reflectionless contacts), the quasi-Fermi level F + for the +k states in 
the conductor is always equal to p,1 , even when a bias is applied. Similarly the 
quasi-Fermi level F- for the -k states is in that case always equal to p,2 . 

With this assumption of reflectionless contacts , it is possible to determine 
the current I + (I-) ( which is necessary for deriving the resistance) carried by 
the +k ( -k) states flowing through the contact. Assuming periadie boundary 
conditions, the current for a single transverse mode N is given by: 

(2.8) 

where j+ is the Fermi distribution function and f.N the cut-off energy for mode 
N , below which it can not propagate. For low temperatures, the Fermi function 
takes the form of a step-function: 

j+(E) = 8(p,1 - E) (2.9) 

which is 1 for E < p,1 and 0 if E > p,1 . This result can be extended to 
multimode-waveguides by summing rJv ove; the different modes M(E): 

giving: 

I + = 
2

e l oo j+(E)M(E)dE 
h -oo 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Assuming that the number of modes M is constant over the energy range p,1 > 
E > p,2, t he total current I can be written as: 

I= I + - r = 2e2 M(J-Ll -p,2) 
h e 

(2.12) 

With the contact resistance Ge/, given by1 

c-1 = (J-Ll -p,2) /e 
c - I ' (2.13) 

1 One could a lso write G(; 1 = Jf with the voltage V being defined as V = ~. 
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it can be expressed as a function of the number of modes M: 

- 1 h 
Ge = 2e2M. 

Where M, because of the assumption of periodic boundary conditions, is 

9 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

where Int(x) represents the integer that is just smaller than x, W being the 
width of the conductor and ÀJ the Fermi wavelength. From equation 2.15 it is 
clear that the wider the contact is, the more modes are available for transport. 

As can be seen from equation 2.14, the contact resistance is inversely propor
tional to the number of modes. For a single mode conductor this comes down 
to a value of 12.9 kn, which is certainly not negligible. 

Also note , that since the resistance G(/ is associated with the interfaces 
and not with the conductor itself, it is at these interfaces that the voltage-drop 
will occur. However it is arbitrary how this drop is divided between the two 
interfaces. 

2.2 The Landauer formula 

In the previous section it is explained, that as the dimensions of a contact be
come smaller, two corrections have to be made to equation 2.1. Firstly, there 
is an interface resistance, which is independent of the conductor length L. Sec
ondly, the conductance does not decrease linearly with the width, but instead 
it depends on the number of transverse modes in the conductor and these go 
down in discrete steps as the dimensions become smaller. The Landauer for
mula, which will be derived shortly, incorporates both these features: 

G= 2e2 MT 
h 

where T represents the average probability that an electron injected into one 
contact wiJl transmit through the single channel conductor to the other contact. 
That the contact resistance is included into this formula, can be easily seen by 
again looking at a ballistic conductor (T = 1). In that case G(/ is re-obtained 
(equation 2.14). 

To derive the Landauer formula, we take a conductor connected to two 
cantacts by two (ballistic) leads, figure 2.2. 

By assuming zero temperature, current flow takes place entirely in the energy 
range between f.LI and J.L2. The influx of electrous from lead 1 r{ is given by 
equation 2.12: 

+ 2e ) 11 = -,;M(f.Ll- J.L2 

And the out flux from lead 2 is simply the influx at lead 1 times the transmission 
probability T : 

(2.16) 
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Figure 2.2: A conductor with transmission probability T is connected to two 
contacts by two ballistic leads. 

The rest of the flux is reflected back into contact 1: 

2e r; = hM(1- T)(/11 - /12) (2.17) 

As a result the net current that flows at any point of the device is equal to: 

(2.18) 

By now combining this result with equation 2.13, the Landauer formula is ob
tained. 

G= 2e2 MT 
h 

(2.19) 

As already discussed, equation 2.19 includes the contact resistance, or in 
other words, it gives the total resistance between two planes deep within the 
contacts (marked by A and B in figure 2.2) rather than between two planes 
in the leads (marked by A' and B') . A logica! question then becomes, whether 
the conductance should be calculated between A and B insteadof A' and B'? 
The answer is, that as long as the contacts are reflectionless , it does not matter 
which of the two one takes . The reason for this can be understood as follows. 
In any conductor, the potentials p + and p- for the incoming and outgoing 
electrons have to be slightly different in order for a net current to flow: 

(2.20) 

A contact has a large number of modes M, that ideally approach infinity. 
Consequently, the current per mode is infinitesimal and one can assume p+ = 
p-. But a smal! lead only has a few modes, indicating a difference between p + 
and p - that can not be neglected. The energy distribution function might not 
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even be a Fermi function. Therefore it could be argued that the transmission 
probability should be calculated between A and B (and notbetween A' and B'). 
However, only the energy distribution of the incoming leads is important, not 
that of the outgoing energy. Because of the reflectionless contacts, the incoming 
states are in thermal equilibrium with the corresponding contact so that the 
transmission can safely be calculated between A' and B'. 

Another interesting, and related, question also dealing with locations is: 
"where is the resistance located?" Formula 2.19 can be rewritten in the form: 

_ 1 h h 1 - T _1 _ 1 
G = 2e2M + 2e2M-"T =Ge +Gs (2.21) 

with G(} being the contact resistance and Gs1 the "scatterer resistance" . The 
contact resistance is located at the interfaces of the contacts with the leads, but 
since that has already been explained in the previous section, here the focus 
wil! !ie on the scatterer resistance. It can be shown [2], that the voltage drop 
Vs over the scatterer is equal to: 

Vs = (1 - T) (J11 - 112 ) 
e 

(2.22) 

Combined with equation 2.18, this leads to a resistance which is equal to the 
scatterer resistance a; 1 : 

_ 1 h 1- T 
G s = 2e2 M --;y- . (2.23) 

Indicating that the change in chemica! potential takes place at the actual lo
cation of the scatterer. This might lead to the condusion that the resistance 
is spatially located at the scatterer, however this no Jonger is all that obvi
ous, if one looks at the Joule heat that is being dissipated. Assuming that the 
scatterer is rigid and has no internal degrees of freedom, the scatterer itself can 
nöt dissipate heat . The dissipation then has to occur through inelastic processes 
(such as pbonon emission) that take away energy from the electrons. As already 
stated, the energy distribution for the +k ( -k) states just to the right (left) of 
the scatterer is in a highly non-equilibrium (non-Fermi) distribution. Over the 
course of the energy relaxation length this non-equilibrium distribution again 
revolves into a Fermi distribution, causing the Joule heat to be dissipated. So 
while the chemica! potential really drops at the location of the scatterer, the 
heat is dissipated over a distance; the energy relaxation length, figure 2.3. 

2.3 Multiple channels; Büttiker theory 

Landauer derived a mesoscopic conduction theory for a single channel. Büttiker 
expanded upon this idea by introducing multiple channels. Justas Landauer, he 
describes the multi-terminal phase coherent conductors in terms ofthe measured 
currents and voltages, thereby completely bypassing any issues regarding the 
internal state of the conductor. Büttiker stated that all probes can be treated 
on equal footing (even if one pair of probes is used to measure the current 
and another to determine the voltage), thus allowing the two-terminal linear 
response formula 
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energy of the current 
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Figure 2.3: While the chemica! potential really drops at the location of the 
scatterer, the heat is dissipated over the energy relaxation length, thus giving 
some ambiguity as to where the actual resistance of the scatterer is located. 

2e-
J = hT(J.Ll- fJ-2), 

with T denoting the product of the number of modes M with the transmission 
probability T , to be extended by summing over all terminals (indexed pand q) 
as follows: 

(2 .24) 

With q <-- p indicating an electron travelling from channel p to channel q. This 
equation can be rewritten by stating that 

Into the form 

V - f.Lx 
x- and 

e 

lp= L(GqpVp- GpqVq) 
q 

(2.25) 

By noting that no current wil! flow if all potentials are equal, a "sum rule" 
can be derived from equation 2.25: 

This sum rule can be used to simplify equation 2.25: 

lp = L Gpq(Vp - Vq) 
q 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Thus the formula for the current in a multi-terminal conductor is derived. 
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Another way of introducing more channels is raising the temperature. Up 
till now it has been assumed that the temperature was close to zero Kelvin. This 
had two simplifying effects: One, the Fermi distribution function turned into a 
step function with E = Ep at the step. Secondly, the transmission function was 
independent of energy, in other words a conductor could be considered to be 
a single-energy channel. By introducing temperature, transport will take place 
through multiple channels in the energy range /LI + (a few kbT) > E > J.L2 - (a 
few kbT) and each channel will have a different transmission function T = T(E) . 
Under these conditions the single-channel2 current can be written as: 

I= J i(E)dx (2.28) 

where 

i(E) = ~ (T(E)h(E)- r' (E)h(E)) (2.29) 

with T(E) = M(E)T(E), r' (E) = M'(E)T'(E) and JN(E) the Fermi function 
for lead N: 

1 
fN = (E-IfN) 1 

exp kbT + 
(2.30) 

Note that in the case of elastic scattering, r' E is equal to T(E) . 
The multi-channel current-formula for nonzero temperatures can be derived 

from equation 2.29, in the same fashion as equation 2.27 was derived from 
equation 2.18 in the single channel case: 

(2.31) 

with ip(E) equal to: 

(2.32) 

2.4 Beyond basic Landauer-Büttiker theory 

Up to this point the Landauer theory has been extended to incorporate mul
tiple channels (Landauer-Büttiker theory) at non-zero energies. However the 
theory discussed so far has only looked at the case where the +k and -k states 
are coherent. In other words only elastic scattering is taken into account, not 
inelastic scattering. This allowed for the conductors to be expressed in terms 
of measured currents and voltages, completely bypassing questions regarding 
the internal state of the conductor. However, to incorporate inelastic scatter
ing, a detailed microscopie theory is needed. Rather than presenting such a 
theory, the reader is referred to several different approaches described in liter
ature [2 , 4, 7-14]. Instead, a simple conceptual model for electron transmission 
through a nanocontact is given. 

2 In this case there is only a single physical channel , but this channel has multiple en
ergychannels over which is integrated. 
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Basically the nanocontact described in this thesis consistsof two metalleads3 

with a molecule in between (image 2.4.A) , or in other words; it is a single 
channel. The metal contacts will both have energy bands filled up to their 
respective Fermi-levels (F1 and F2 ), while the molecule will have only a number 
of, wel! separated, energy levels EN , figure 2.4.B. 

Lead 1 Molecule Lead 2 

Figure 2.4: A) A schematic image of the nanocontact, consisting of metallic 
leads with a molecule in between. B) The energy levels for the different parts 
of the nanocontact. With leads 1 and 2 having continuous energy bands, filled 
up totheir respective Fermi-levels (indicated by the gray areas) F1 and F 2 and 
EN being the Nth unoccupied energy level of the molecule. 

Initially no bias is applied and both Fermi-levels of the leads are assumed 
to be equal. At the same time, these Fermi levels are assumed to lie under the 
lowest unoccupied energy level E 1 of the molecule and no current wil! flow. By 
applying a bias that raises the Fermi-level of one of the leadstoa level between 
E 1 and E 2 , then a current will start to flow. By assuming a low temperature, 
resulting in the transmission probability T being independent of the tempera
ture, and defining Gr = 2fT, the normalized conduction (G/Gr) can be set 
out as function of the applied bias voltage. Then according to Landauer, equa
tion 2.19, the resulting behavior should be a number of step functions on top of 
one another (this is further referred to as "Landauer conduction") . However, an 
important factornottaken into account by Landauer, is electron-electron inter
action. Sirree electrons are fermions , two of them do not want to be in the same 
quanturn-state and their interaction forces wil! be repulsive. In a macroscopie 
medium, their is a lot of space available for electrons to occupy. And sirree the 
electron-electron repulsion energy is inversely proportional to r , with r being 
the distance between the two charged entities (in this case two electrons), this 
repulsion energy is rather low. In a single molecule however, dimensions will be 

3 Here the colloidal gold particles, as mentioned in the other chapters of this thesis , have 
been assumed to be part of the contact and they are not treated separately. 
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in the order of a few nanometers or even angstroms. As a result , the exchange 
energy will become a relevant (if not the dominant) factor in the energy equa
tion. This electron-electron repulsion will express itself as a deviation in the 
Landauer conduction behavior as is indicated in figure 2.5 

G/Gr 
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Figure 2.5: The normalized conduction as function of the applied bias. Two 
types of conduction behavior are present; Landauer conduction (in green) and 
the deviation from perfect Landauer conduction due to electron-electron repul
sion (in red). 

Figure 2.5 shows the conduction effects. First there are the already men
tioned "Landauer-steps", arising from the opening up of additional modes, as the 
bias is increased. If only Landauer conduction would he present in the molecule 
for each open channel, then all steps would take place at exactly the voltages 
vl, v2 etc., because VN is the bias voltage that needs to he applied to raise the 
Fermi level of lead 1 (F1 ) to exactly the energy-value EN of the molecule. How
ever, electron-electron repulsion needs to he overcome, this causes the chemical 
potential difference (f.J.1 - f.J.2) in equation 2.18 to become lower. As aresult the 
current I and therefore the conductance G are lower as well. 

In mathematica! form the explanation goes as follows. Equation2.18 has to 
he replaced by: 

(2.33) 

Where A is a constant between one and zero that indicates that only a portion 
of the energy (f.J.1 - f.J.2) is available for the flow of the current. 

With equation 
G= Ie 

(f.J.l - f.i.2) 

the conductance, which is corrected for the electron-electron repulsion, Gcor can 
now he written as. 

2e2 

G cor = --,;:AMT (2.34) 
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In normalized form this becomes: 

Gcor =AM 
Gr 

CHAPTER 2. THEORY 

(2.35) 

Thus electron-electron repulsion causes the magnitude of the conduction be only 
a fraction A of the pure Landauer conduction. 

A note of caution is in order however; every time a new channel opens up, 
there will be a point where there is only one electron in that channel. This single 
electron will not experience any electron-electron repulsion (it is assumed that 
there is no interaction between different channels) and this electron will experi
ence the "full'' Landauer conduction (for its channel) . Further electrans quickly 
bring the conduction to the repulsion regime. In figure 2.5 this is displayed in 
the zoom-in of one of the steps. 

Lastly, there will come a point E where the applied bias becomes big enough 
to overcome the electron-electron repulsion. At this point the conduction for 
the relevant channel will revert back to the full Landauer conduction. Note 
that in figure 2.5 the different channels are assumed to be equidistant in applied 
voltage (VN- VN+l =constant) and theE for the Nth channel is takentolie 
halfway between VN+l and VN+2· 



Chapter 3 

Experimental setup 

This chapter will deal with the making of the aforementioned nanocontacts. 
Manufacturing the actual contact is far from trivia! and requires the combination 
of lithograpbic techniques and atomie force microscopy. 

Both techniques wil! be described in this chapter, but first the general idea 
for makinga contact wil! be given insection 3.1. The next three sections will 
portray the process used to transform a bare substrate into a sample containing 
the nanostructures. These sections include the preparation of the substrate, 
the use of nanolithography to make electronic leads with dimensions of about 
100 nm, and the application of AFM-techniques to control the positioning of 
colloidal gold-nanoparticles on the substrate. Once a completely connected 
nanocontact has been built , it is possible to determine its electrical properties. 
The setup and method used to determine these properties wil! be given in this 
chapter's last section 3.5. 

3.1 The nanocontact 

As mentioned before in this thesis, the electrical conduction properties of mate
rials change as the dimensions of such materials become smaller than a certain 
characteristic lengthscale, usually the electron mean free path. This , combined 
with the advent of a wide range of molecules with electronic properties possibly 
suited for use in molecular electronics [15-20], gives rise to the need of deter
mining the electronk characteristics of single molecules. For this determination 
it is critica! to be able to conneet one, and only one, molecule to a macroscopie 
electronk circuit. Several different methods to do this have been investigated 
by others [21,22] . 

The method described here is comprised of two steps. First lithographic 
techniques are used to create electronk leads that have macroscopie dimensions 
on one side (figure 3.l.A) and dimensions in the order of 100-200 nm, so called 
"fingers" , on the other side (figure 3.l.B). Secondly, colloidal gold particles with 
diameters of 15 nm are deposited on the surface of the sample containing the 
lithograpbic structures. With the aid of an AFM these particles are moved 
to touch each other in such a fashion that they form a nanowire between two 
lithograpbic structures (figure 3.1.C). This nanowire can best be thought of as 
a beaded chain, with each of the "beads" consisting of one gold nanoparticle. 

17 
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100-200 nm 

B 

D 

Figure 3.1: A two step approach for makinga nanocontact. First lithography is 
used to make electronic leads with macroscopie dimensions on one side (A), and 
dimensions in the order of 100-200 nm on the other side (B). Secondly, colloidal 
gold particles with diameters of 15 nm are introduced on the sample surface 
and positioned into a chain configuration between the lithographic leads with 
the aid of an AFM ( C) . Finally, the molecule to be measured is taken up into 
the chain (D). 

No molecules have been actually taken up into such a nanowire in this thesis; 
the prepared samples contain just two lithographic structures and a nanowire 
between them. lt is clear however, that a molecule can be, at least in theory, just 
as easily added to such a system. lnstead of fabricating a single wire between 
two structures, two wires are created and each wire will conneet the molecule 
with one of the lithographic contacts (figure 3.1.D). 

There are several advantages to this method. On one hand there is the 
AFM used to position the gold particles into a conducting chain; not only does 
it move the colloids, but because it also images the topography of the sample, 
it allows the gold nanoparticles to be moved exactly to the desired location. On 
the other hand, this method is molecule independent; as long as the molecule to 
be connected is visible under the AFM, or any other scanning probe microscope 
(SPM) used to move the nanoparticles for that matter, it can be incorporated 
into the electronic circuit. Next, this method can be easily expanded to conneet 
more than two leads to a molecule. Thus giving the possibility of connecting 
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devices with three or more terminals (e.g. a single-molecule transistor) to the 
outside world. Finally, the SPM is not taken up into the conducting path. Be
sides leaving the SPM free for performing other operations on the molecule, as 
a voltage is applied over it. It also provides for a mechanically stable contig
uration on the sample that is not destroyed when the SPM tip is taken away 
from the substrate's surface. As a result , measurements can be continued on a 
later date without the risk of being faced with an altered nanocontact due to 
different positioning of the tip over the surface. 

3.2 Sample preparation 

This thesis will report several different experiments which have been carried out, 
see chapter 4, and each of these experiments involves one or more samples that 
have to be prepared. This section will describe how all the different samples are 
made. 

3.2.1 The substrate 

All samples have a silicon (Si) substrate as a base. Silicon is chosen because 
its silicon oxide (Si02) layer is electrically insulating, to assure the current will 
flow through the contact and not through the substrate, and because its surface
roughness is small compared to the size of the gold particles (thus making it 
suited for the manipulation of nanoparticles on it with an AFM) . Two kinds 
of silicon have been used; Si with a thin native oxide-layer and silicon with an 
artificially grown thick Si02 layer. 

Regardless of the sample to be prepared, or the kind of silicon used for its 
construction, a diamond-tip pen is used to cut a piece of silicon into the desired 
size. To clean such a piece, it is put into a sonic bath with several different 
cleaning agents. First sulphuric-acid (H2S04 ) is used as a detergent , next come 
demineralized water , acetone and finally methanol (CH30H). The sample is 
put into each of these cleansers for 10 to 15 minutes. After cleaning, nitrogen 
(N2 ) gas is blown over the sample to dry it. Nitrogen is used for this drying 
step, because it is an inert gas. 

Up to now, the preparation procedure is the same for all samples, but de
pending on the experiment to be performed, further processing of the substrates 
is different. Descriptions of these proceedings will be given for each of the dif
ferent experiments respectively. 

3.2.2 Preparing for partiele movement 

To prepare a sample for nanoparticle movement on its surface, the substrate 
is placed into a 1% aqueous solution of aminoethylaminopropytrimethoxisilane 
(that is H 2NCH2NHCH2CH2Si(OCH3 )3, or APTS for short) for 1 to 30 
minutes (for the effects of different bathing times, see section 4.1). Then the 
sample is rinsed with demineralized water and placed into an oven at ll0°C for 
30 minutes to an hour to allow the APTS to polymerize. Next the sample is 
placed into a solution of colloidal gold-nanoparticles with diameters of 15 nm 
(1.4 · 1018 particles per m 3 , Ted Pella, Inc.) for several minutes and then it is 
blown dry with N2. Here it deserves noting that the APTS layer is necessary for 
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partiele movement; without it, the Van der Waals forces exerted by the surface 
atoms of the silicon substrate would bond the gold-particles so tightly to the 
surface that it would be impossible to move them around with the AFM. The 
APTS molecules between the substrate and the gold colloids all contain a large 
carbon backbone with an amino end-group. These carbon chains create the 
distance between substrate and colloids, which is necessary to lessen the effect 
of the silicon's Van der Waals forces , acting on the nanoparticles , just enough for 
these particles to be able to move across the sample surface when manipulated 
by an AFM tip. 

3.2.3 Manufacturing the lithograpbic contacts 

To make the metallic lithographic structures, mentioned insection 3.1, a cleaned 
piece of silicon is covered with a layer of polymethylmetaacrylate (PMMA) 
(measured to be 140 nm thick with a surface profiler , model Alpha Step from 
Tencor) by means of spin-coating (figure 3.2.A). With spin-coating a droplet of 
liquid, PMMA in this case, is applied to the substrate and then the sample is 
spun round at high velocity (2 ,500 r.p.m.) for 30 seconds to create a thin and 
homogeneous film of the liquid on the surface of the sample. Next, the sample 
is placed into an oven at 175°C for one hour to bake the PMMA. PMMA is used 
as a masking-layer because it is electron-sensitive; with the aid of an electron
beam-lithography-machine (also called an E-beam), holescan be etched into the 
PMMA layer with electrons, see section 3.3 for details. When the PMMA has 
been thoroughly baked, a 10 nm thick layer of gold (Au) is thermally evaporated 
onto the PMMA before putting the sample in the E-beam setup. This thin Au 
layer is used to prevent charge building up on the sample surface, due to it being 
exposed to electrons coming from the E-beam during etching. After having 
written the desired pattem into the PMMA with the E-beam (figure 3.2.B), the 
thin gold layer is removed by putting the sample into an etching solution for 5 
to 6 seconds. This solution consistsof potassium iodide (KI) , iodine (h) and 
water (H20) with the following mass-ratios: KI: I2 : H20 = 4: 1 : 40. Next 
the PMMA is developed to prevent further degradation of the layer by accidental 
exposure to more electrons. Therefore the sample is first put into a stopper
salution (consisting of solutionmethyl-isobutylketon (MIBK) and isopropanol 
(IPA) in the volume ratio MIKB:IPA = 1:3). Consecutively it is placed in a 
developer-solution (of pure IPA) , and dried with N 2 gas afterwards (with the 
bathing-times for both solutions being 30 seconds). Now the mask, with the 
desired pattem written into it , is finished and the actuallithographic structures 
can be created by filling up the gaps in the PMMA layer with metals evaporated 
onto the sample surface. Since gold does not bond to silicon directly, a layer 
of titanium (Ti) is evaporated onto the surface before the Au is applied on top 
of it (figure 3.2.C). After evaporating the metals onto the sample surface, the 
PMMA, together with any excessmetals on top of the PMMA layer, is removed 
by placing the sample into a acetone solution and applying ultrasound to it for 
2 to 3 minutes. What is left, after a final rinsing with some more acetone, are 
the finished metal structures on the silicon substrate (figure 3.2.D). 

Once the lithographic structures are finished , the sample can subsequently 
be prepared for partiele manipulation by applying the procedure described in 
subsection 3.2.2. 
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A B c D 

Figure 3.2: A) A silicon substrate with a silicon oxide layer is covered with a 
PMMA film and gold is evaporated on top of it. B) Holes have been burnt into 
t he PMMA layer with the E-beam. C) The complete surface (and in particular 
t he holes) is partially filled up with Ti and Au. D) The PMMA layer is removed, 
leaving only the lithographic structures behind. 

3.2.4 Etching preparations 

The etching experiments in which small trenches will be created ( described in 
subsection 3.4.4), require the treatment of a clean piece of Si , with a native 
oxide layer, in a ultraviolet/ ozone-oven (PR-100 model from CUVP) for 45 
minutes. The environment within the oven oxidizes the substrate and the Si02 

layer grows in thickness. This oxidation is necessary, because a native oxide 
layer is not thick enough to allow the adsorption of octadecyltrichlorosilane 
(Cl3 Si(CH2)1 7CH3 , or OTS for short) to the substrate 's surface. An added 
advantage of oxidation of the substrate is that its surface becomes fiatter. To 
apply the OTS compound, the sample is put into a 20 mM (OTS) salution for 
5 minutes. Note that the solvent is bicyclohexyl (BCH) and not water. Next , 
the sample is cleaned with toluene by putting it into a sonic bath for another 5 
minutes. Thereafter the sample is ready for local oxidation of its OTS layer by 
a conducting AFM tip, see section 3.4 for details . Finally, gold particles can he 
added to the substrate as is discussed in section 3.2.2. It deserves mentioning, 
that in this case no APTS is applied to the surface, because it already contains 
OTS. 

3.2.5 Post-processing of a sample 

For the performance of conduction experiments on a nanocontact (see sec
tion 3.5) it is necessary to hook one pair of the lithographic structures, with 
a nanowire of colloidal gold particles between them, up to a macroscopie elec
tronic circuit. Therefore the substrate containing the nanocontacts is placed on 
a chip-bed and 50 f..Lm thick wires are drawn between the leads on the chip and 
lithographic structures on the sample. 
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3.3 Electron-beam lithography 

In the previous section, subsection 3.2.3 to be precise, it is already mentioned 
that lithographic techniques are used to produce part of the nanocontact . In 
this section the idea behind electron-beam (E-beam) lithography is explained, 
foliowed by a brief description of the machine used for actually making the 
lithographic leads. The next part of this section gives the exact dimensions 
and positions of the structures on the substrate. Lastly there is the knowledge 
gained for how to exactly (not) make the lithographic structures. 

3.3.1 The workings of lithography 

The word "lithography" comes from the Greek words Zithos and graph and 
literally it means writing in stone. Not stone, but its modern counterpart; 
silicon, is used as a basis for writing the desired pattem on. The silicon is 
covered with a thin film of a radiation-sensitive material, PMMA in this case 
(section 3.2.3). By exposing this film to radiation of the right wavelength, itsv 
exposed areas wil! absorb the energy of the radiation. This energy wil! cause the 
local dissociation of the molecules constituting the thin film and a hole wil! be 
burnt into it. By cantrolling which partsof the film are exposed to the radiation 
and which parts are not , a predetermined pattem can be written into the film. 
This turns the thin film into a mask on which metals can be evaporated to form 
the actuallithographic structures, see section 3.2.3. 

PMMA is used for the film, because it is electrons, or in other words (3-
radiation, that can be used toburn holes in PMMA. Using electrans has several 
advantages. First, the De Broglie-wavelength of electrans is very smal! (8.45 pm 
for electrans with an energy of 20 keV) . Thus writing with electrans gives , at 
least in theory, a resolution high enough for making structures with dimensions 
in the order of nanometers. Secondly, sirree electrans are charged particles, 
it is easy to focus them into a tight beam with magnetic lenses. This gives 
the accuracy necessary to deposit the electrans on the desired location with 
nanometer precision. However, sirree colloidal gold particles are a necessary 
second step to form the nanocontacts (section 3.1), there must be other processes 
at work that reduce the resolution of E-beam lithography. First of all there is 
the beam coming out of the electron-beam lithography machine; this beam is 
already braader than the theoretica! limit due to modification of the beam as 
it is collimated. Next , when the beam hits the resist on the sample forward 
scattering occurs; its electrans undergo smal! angle scattering events and the 
beam-width wil! increase according to the empirica! formula 

dj= 0.9(Rt)L5 
vb (3.1) 

where dj stands for the braaderring of the beam due to forward scattering in 
nanometers, Rt for the thickness of the resist ( also in nanometers) and V b for 
the beam voltage in kilovolts . 

As electrans penetrate the sample' substrate, then many of them wil! experi
ence large angle scattering events, causing electrans to return through the resist 
a significant distance away from the resist , leading to additional braaderring of 
the exposed area. This effect is called backscattering. 
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Finally there are the secondary electrons. As the primary electrans slow 
down, much of their energy is dissipated in the form of secondary electrons. 
They are responsible for the bulk of the actual resist exposure process. Since 
their range in resist is only a few nanometer:s, they contribute little to the 
broadening of the exposed area. 

These broadening effects all have to be added to the beam width to get the 
total effective resolution of the beam. These broadening effects together are 
called the "proximity effect" . 

3.3.2 The electron-beam lithography machine 

The machine used to make a beam of focused electrans is called an electron
beam lithography machine (EBLM) and the specific model used is the Raith 
Turkney 150. A schematic picture of an EBLM, including the essential parts 
necessary for E-beam lithography, is given in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic picture of the EBLM's essentials. A) Shows a detailed 
drawing of the components in the electron gun. This image is taken from [23]. 
B) displays the electron gun shooting electrans towards te stage. Lasers monitor 
the exact position of the stage. Notshow are the vacuum chamber in which this 
whole setup is placed, nor any of the noise reducing devices, nor the control 
computers. 

The EBLM works in a fashion similar to an electron microscope. First, a 
heater is used to thermally activate electrons. Next an accelerator anode, with 
a small aperture in its center, is kept at a high positive voltage, relative to the 
cathode. This potential difference gives rise to an electric field that accelerates 
electrans in the direction from cathode to anode. The electrans that emanate 
from the aperture in the cathode, are focused into a small spot on the surface 
of the sample by the use of magnetic lenses. The minimum distance Xmin 

that can be resolved, i.e. the resolution of the EBLM, is dependent on the De 
Broglie wavelenth ..\of the electrans and the machine-parameters of the EBLM. 
From [24], it is known that for a 20 ke V potential difference, the beam hitting 
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the substrate is 2 nm braad. Note that the "proximity effect", as described 
above, has not yet been taken into account in for Xmin· 

To accurately position the spot of the E-beam on the desired location, the 
stage, on which the sample is placed, can be moved in the directions perpendic
ular to the incident beam by the use of high-precision electra-motors. The exact 
location of the spot relative to the stage is verified by use of laser-interferometry. 

This wholeset-up is placed into a vacuum chamber (lo- 7 -10-9 mbar) to 
make sure that electrans do not scatter or absorb to any molecules befare they 
arrive on the intended location on the substrate. Also, since the structures to be 
written have dimensions in the order of 100-200 nm, it is necessary to dampen 
noise, bath vibrational and thermal as wel! as electromagnetic noise, to such 
levels that sub-micrometer resolution can be obtained. Therefore the vacuum 
chamber is both thermally and electromagnetically insulated from the environ
ment and the chamber is mounted on an air-damperred suspension-system to 
reduce the vibrational noise. 

3.3.3 Dimensions of the leads 

To controle the EBLM, it is connected to a LE0-32 computer system on which 
the Escosy Plus software package is used. Besides cantrolling all parameters of 
the EBLM, the package also has the build-in capacity for defining the dimensions 
and positions of the structures to be written on the substrate. Figure 3.4 shows 
the dimensions of the lithographic leads, as wel! as the relative positions in 
which these structures are written on the surface. 
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Figure 3.4: The dimensions and positions of the lithographic structures. A) 
shows the overall dimensions of a single structure. B) zooms in on the smal! 
endpoints, the so called "fingers", of the lithographic part of the nanocontact . 
C) gives the positions of the structures relative to one another. 

As the EBLM writes a structure, it divides the design-image of the structure 
in different areas , the so called "write-fields". This "write-field" is the area 
the EBLM can expose without having to move the stage to another location. 
Moving to the next write-field can cause smal! shifts (tens of nanometers) in 
the alignment of the EBLM. As long as the structure is big compared to this 
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shift, there is no problem. But the fingers of the structures have dimensions 
around 100 nm. Therefore, to make sure the fingers are not shifted relative to 
one another, they are both placed in the centre of the same (50 by 50 f.Lm) 
write-field. 

3.3.4 lmproving the lithograpbic contacts 

The construction of the lithographic cantacts did not go correctly straight away, 
but it has been an iterative process and the experience gained from this process 
is given in this section. 

The first samples that were created, used a slightly different procedure than 
described in subsection 3.2.3; after polymethylmetaacrylate (PMMA) was spin
coated on a cleaned piece of silicon and baked, no gold layer was evaporated onto 
the PMMA. Instead the sample was immediately put into the electron-beam 
lithography machine (EBLM). This however, causes charging of the sample. 
Therefore less electrous reach the PMMA surface and those that do , are spread 
out over a larger area than when charging does not occur. As a result , the holes 
burnt into the PMMA do not have the spatial resolution necessary to create 
structures with dimensions in the order of a 100 nm. Therefore a 10 nm thick 
gold (Au) layer is evaporated onto the PMMA before the sample is placed into 
EBLM. This gold layer allows for the electrous to be transported away from the 
sample and charging does no longer occur. Thus allowing for very small holes 
to be burned into the PMMA. 

In section 3.3.2 , it is said that due to several factors the written structures 
will have bigger dimensions than desired. An easy way to correct for this prob
lem, is to vary the amount of electrous per exposed unit area, in other words 
the close, of the substrate. By setting the parameter called "close-factor" in 
the Escosy Plus program of the EBLM, the amount of electrous emitted by 
the beam, and thus the close received by the substrate, can be varied. Several 
structures with different close-factors have been written and close-factors of 1.6 
to 1.8 turned out to be the best . 

Initially, after developing a sample with holes burnt into them with the 
EBLM, but before applying metals to these holes, a sample was cleaned in an 
oxygen plasma to remove any PMMA debris that might be left in the holes. 
But it turned out , that this plasma treatment hardened the structure of the 
PMMA and prevented the successful lift-off of the PMMA from the substrate. 
When it also turned out that good structures could be created without placing 
the sample into a plasma, this preparation-step was quickly abolished. 

As mentioned in section 3.2.3, gold does not bond to silicon oxide (Si02 ). 

Therefore a buffer layer has to be placed between the Si02 and the gold. First 
Ti was used, since it bonds to the Si02 and the Au bonds to the Ti. However, 
because thermal evaporation of Ti on the substrate requires a lot of energy, 
the temperature in the evaporation chamber rises above 130°C. Such high tem
peratures cause the PMMA layer to become harder and prevents its successful 
lift-off from the surface, thus making the sample unsuited for further use. As an 
alternative, it has beentried to use nickel (Ni) and germanium (Ge) as inter
mediate layers , but this proved to be unsuccessful. 1 To reduce this amount of 

1 Despite the fact , that evaporating these metals onto the surface does not cause the tem
perature in the evaporation chamber to rise to PMMA-damaging heights, both Ni and Ge are 
not suited as buffer layers. This is not because the gold, evaporated onto one of the metals, 
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heat, another way of evaporating metals on the substrate is selected. Whereas 
fi.rst a cup, filled with the desired metal, was heated to the metal's evaporation 
point by sending a large current through the cup (and thus generating a lot of 
heat) , now a form of electronic sputtering is used. Electrons are shot onto a 
titanium target and they locally evaporate Ti , while the surroundings remain 
at room temperature. In this way metals can he applied to the holes in the 
PMMA layer without causing the PMMA itself to become too hard to remove 
from the surface. 

Another important issue, to create good conducting lithographic structures, 
is the thickness of the metal layers constituting the leads. On one hand, if the 
layers are too thin, then the resistance of the contact will he too big to he of use 
for determining the conduction properties of the molecule to he measured. On 
the other hand, layers which are thicker than one third of the PMMA thickness 
wil! he removed from the surface together with the PMMA 2 

. Since the PMMA 
layer is approximately 140 nm thick, the total metallayer should not he bigger 
than 45 nm. To find a thickness that abides to both constraints, a cleaned piece 
of silicon (with a thick insulating oxide layer, see section 4.4) has been coated 
with 7.5 nm of Ti and 15 nm of Au (that means that the layer is not too thick 
and wil! remain on the substrate when the PMMA is removed). Todetermine 
whether this gives a metallayer with a high enough conductance, its resistance 
has been gauged with a multimeter. The resistance of the metals turned out to 
he too low to he measured on the multimeter, indicating a resistance of less than 
1 n, which is low enough for the conduction experiments. Combined with the 
15 nm diameter of the gold particles, these thicknesses make the lithographic 
contacts suited for the performance of conduction experiments. 

By making use of the results described in this section, it is possible to manu
facture lithographic structures suitable for conduction experiments. Figure 3.5 
shows one pair of such structures. 

It should he noted that despite the successful creation of suited structures, 
succes is not always guaranteed. The distance between two "fingers" of a pair 
of lithographic has been checked for 32 out of the 100 structures on the sample 
and only 6 out of these 32 (:::::: 19%) have a finger-separation that make moving 
particles between them practical. With 18 of the other pairs, parts of the fingers 
have not been formed properly and as a result the distance between two struc
tures becomes to great (more than 1 J..Lm is some cases). The remaining 8 pairs 
have fingers that were already touching one another before any manipulations 
had been performed on them. 

3.4 Atomie force microscope imaging and ma
nipulation 

Referring back to section 3.1 once more, it can he seen that , after the litho
graphic structures have been built , atomie force microscopy is used to move 
gold nanoparticles between the fingers of the lithographic leads to form a fin-

doesnotbond toNi or Ge (it does) , but because it turned out to be impossible to attach wires 
to the gold layer. Since these wires are necessary to conneet a nanocontact toa macroscopie 
electronic circuit (subsection 3.2.5) , Ni and Ge are unsuited candidates for the buffer layer. 

2It has been empirically determined that this "one third" is a safe value to use, for not 
removing the structures tagether with the PMMA. 
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Figure 3.5: Four images of a pair of lithographic structures. A) Is an optica! 
photograph of the whole pair. B), C) and D) are different scale AFM pictures 
of the nanoscopic "fingers" of the same structures. 

ished nanocontact. This section wil! first explain the workings of an atomie 
force microscope (AFM). Next, distinctions wil! be made for its different op
eration modes: contact- , non-contact- and tapping-mode. Consequently, the 
different cantilever-tips used and their properties wil! be discussed. Finally, the 
two methods using atomie force microscopy, used to bridge t he gap between 
two "fingers" of a pair of lithographic electronic leads, are explained: direct 
manipulation of colloidal gold nanoparticles with an AFM-tip and t he etching 
of a trench in the surface layer of the sample with a conducting t ip . 

3.4.1 The principlesof atomie force microscopy 

All atoms exert forces on their surroundings (like Van der Waals and Coulomb 
forces). Depending on the distance between sample-surface and t ip , the force 
resulting of the combination of these forces can be attractive or repulsive (see 
figure 3.6.1). W ith these forces , the surface of a sample can be imaged on the 
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nanoscale. Not surprisingly, the machine with which these atomieforcescan be 
measured, is called the atomie force microscope (AFM). 

In order to actually record these forces, a smal! sharp tip (with an opening 
angle less then 20° and radius of curvature around 10 nm, see section 3.4.3 
for details) is brought close to the surface, see figure 3.6. Since the results 
of these forces can be both attractive and repulsive , depending on the tip
sample separation distance, the tip wil! move towards or away from the surface 
respect i vely. 

To controle the interaction between tip-termination and sample, the tip is 
attached to a cantilever (figure 3.7.1) . The cantilever acts as a spring and if 
the force constant of the cantilever is known, then, by virtue of Hooke's law, 
the bending of the cantilever can also be used to measure the forces which the 
surface exerts on the tip. 

In order to determine what force corresponds to a certain bending of the 
cantilever, a force-distance curve is has to be made. To do so, a tip is brought 
closer and closer to the substrate, until the tip starts to fee! the attractive forces 
ofthe surface and it bends towards this surface (up to point A in figure 3.6.1 and 
II). When the forces acting on the tip become to great for the force constant of 
the cantilever to be able to compensate, then the tip snaps into contact with the 
substrate (following the arrows from point A toB). Further decreasing the tip
sample separation3 causes the forces now acting on the tip to become repulsive 
(point B to C). When the tip is withdrawn, the forces acting on the tip become 
less and less repulsive and subsequently attractive again (point C to D). At a 
certain point in the attractive regime, the cantilever again can no Jonger balance 
the forces on the tip and the tip snapsoutof contact (point D toE) . This force 
(the difference in force between D and E in figure 3.6.II) is called the pull-off 
force . The slope of line CD in figure 11 gives the desired ratio between the forces 
and the bending of the cantilever. Note that making this force-distance curve 
should not be confused with the different modes of operation (figure 3.6.111), 
see subsection 3.4.2; if one wants to know what force corresponds toa certain 
bending of the cantilever, then one has to perform this force-distance calibration 
irrespective of the mode one wants to use. Figure 3.6.III just shows in which 
force regimes the different modes operate. 

Atomie force microscopy would not be nearly as versatile as it is, if it could 
only be used to perform measurements on a single spot of a sample, without 
being able to scan the tip over a larger area of the surface. Therefore the can
tilever is attached to three piezo electrical crystals4

• By applying a voltage over 
a piezo, its crystal structure expands or retracts in one of its crystallographic 
directions, thus creating the motion necessary to accurately translate the AFM
probe. While only two are needed for scanning the tip over the surface; the 
in-plane or x and y piezos, a third one, the .perpendicular or z piezo, is present 
to controle the vertical distance between tip and surface. 

Measuring the deflection of the cantilever can be done in several ways, but 
sirree the AFM's used for the work of this thesis detect the cantilever-deflection 

3 0f course the tip itself is already in contact with the surface, but the prohe-bed to which 
the cantilever is attached via the cantilever, see figure 3.8, can still be brought closer to the 
surface because the cantilever can bend. 

4 Modern AFM's usually only have a single piezo-tube, but that tube is constructed in such 
a fashion, that it is still possible to move the tip in all directions. This is done because a 
single tube generates less noise than three separate piezos. 
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Figure 3.6: I) shows a schematic image of the substrate's force acting on the tip 
as a function of the tip-sample separation. By making use of these forces the 
"force-distance curve" of the cantilever can be determined. To do so, initially 
the tip is brought into contact with the substrate and subsequently the tip is 
retracted again. The general behavior that the tip then displays is depicted in 
II). See the main text for the details , including the explanation of positions A to 
E in images I) and II). Both images are adaptations of figures 1.4.a and b in [25]. 
Also included, in III), are the regimes for the three main modes of operation 
of an AFM; contact-, non-contact- and tapping-mode, see subsection 3.4.2 for 
details. Finally note, that the displayed scales are dimensionless in all three 
images. 
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Figure 3.7: I) Schematic image of an AFM setup. II) Detail image of the 
detector 

in the same manner, only one methad will be described here. To gauge the 
deflection, a laser is directed on the backside of the cantilever, which is reflective, 
and the beam is reflected onto a detector. The detector is built up out of four 
photosensitive cells (figure 3.7.II). By using four cells, both the vertical and 
lateral deflections of the cantilever can be measured. 

With the vertical deflections, normal farces can be measured. By taking 
the normalized differential signal Ind ,hor in the vertical direction between the 
outputs of the top (A and B) and bottorn (C and D) cells, 

I _(A+B)-(C+D) 
nd,hor - (A+ B + C + D) (3.2) 

the exact vertical position of the laser spot on the detector can be determined. 

The lateral deflections of the cantilever, caused among others by friction 
farces , can be derived in a similar fashion from the Ind ,vert signal: 

I _ (A+ C) - (B + D) 
nd ,vert- (A+ B + C + D) (3 .3) 

Therefore the bending of the cantilever, caused by the atomie farces acting on 
the tip , causes the location of the laser spot on the photo-detector to change. 
This is observed as a change in the values of Ind,hor and Ind,vert , and thus the 
Ind signals are a measure for the farces acting on the tip. 

A computer is used to measure the Ind signals and to controle the movement 
of the piezos. The input coming from both Ind signals is used by the computer to 
create a feed-back signal for cantrolling the z-piezo and thereby the tip-surface 
separation. What this feed-back signal actually does, depends on the scanning 
mode used. 
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3.4.2 Different modes 

An AFM can operate in three different modes , namely contact , non-contact 
and tapping mode, see figure 3.6.III, and each mode has its advantages and 
disadvantages. 

In contact mode, the tip is brought into "repulsive contact" with the surface. 
In other words, it is brought so close to the surface, that the substrate's coulomb 
forces repulse the tip away from the surface. This is done by setting the settings 
of the feedback loop such that the forces acting on the tip are kept constant, i.e. 
the tip's defl.ection remains constant. When moving the tip over the surface, 
the surface height changes, therefore changing the forces on the tip as well. The 
feedback loop tries to compensate for this and bring the "level of force" back to 
its predefined level by applying a controle signal to the z-piezo to raise or lower 
the tip accordingly. Thus, wheri scanning over the surface area of the substrate 
in contact mode, a topographic image of this surface is obtained. 

In non-contact mode the tip does not touch the surface, instead it is infl.u
enced by "long" -distance forces, like the attractive Van der Waals forces. The 
tip is oscillated above the surface and the forces acting upon it will cause shifts 
in both its frequency and phase as it is scanned across the surface. The feed
back loop tries to keep the forces acting on the tip constant (and thus shift 
the frequency and phase back their original levels) by raising or lowering the 
tip relative to the surface. In this way a topographic image can be created. A 
distinct advantage of non-contact mode is already included in its name; that, if 
everything is allright , the tip does not actually touch the surface. Thus mak
ing certain that the tip does not damage the surface, or vice versa. Therefore 
non-contact mode is ideally suited for measurements on soft samples. 

One of the advantages of contact mode over non-contact mode is that, due 
to the tip being much closer to the surface, contact mode has greater lateral 
resolution than non-contact mode. However, the frictional forces exerted on the 
cantilever by scanning in the contact mode can make the cantilever bend in the 
lateral direction. One way to get round this problem, is the use of "tapping" 
mode. In this mode, the cantilever is vibrated mechanically near its resonance 
frequency with a large amplitude (tens of nanometers). In tapping mode, the 
feedback loop is used to keep the (root mean square) amplitude of the vibration 
constant. For example, when the average tip-sample distance decreases, there 
is less space for the cantilever to oscillate and amplitude decreases. Then the 
feedback loop corrects for this by sending a controle signal to the z-piezo to 
increase the average tip-sample separation again and thereby restoring the am
plitude value to its predefined level. Generating a topographic image in tapping 
mode, has the added advantage, compared to contact mode, of minimal contact 
between surface and tip . Therefore reducing the chances of darnaging either tip 
or substrate to a minimum. 

As can be expected, different modes require tips with different properties. 
This will be discussed in the next section. 

3.4.3 The tip 

One of the most, if not the most , important parts of the AFM is its tip. This 
being so, because it is with this part of the setup, that the actual measurements 
of the forces are performed. 
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Tips are usually made of silicon or silicon nitride (Si3 N 4 ) and consistsof a 
few tenths of a millimeter long, sharp needie (opening angle, a, less than 20° 
and radius of curvature, rcurv, smaller than 10 nm, figure 3.8.A) attached to 
a cantilever. The cantilever, in its place, is attached to a "probe-bed" and 
the whole of tip, cantilever and "probe-bed" is also referred to as the probe 
(figure 3.8.B) . 

A Probe B 

-------~-----~ 
c. 
i= 

---,.---1 y 
Cantilever Pro be-bed 

Figure 3.8: Schematic view of a tip. A) shows the nanoscopic dimensions of the 
tip. B) narnes the different parts of the probe. Note that the dimensions of B 
are not drawn to scale. 

The interactions between tip and surface depend on a lot of factors. These 
factors include the geometry and the material properties of the tip as wel! as 
those of the surface. 

A typical geometrie effect is the convolution of the tip, which is described 
in figure 3.9: A) shows a theoretically perfect tip; no radius of curvature and 
an infinitely smal! opening angle. As a result the topography obtained after 
scanning is identical to the surface. B) When the tip has a radius of curvature 
which is no Jonger equal to zero (the angle is still infinitely smal!), then not only 
does the topography-image !ie a distance above the actual surface ( equal to this 
radius of curvature), but the actual contours of both surface and topography 
are not identical anymore either. The topography-image is said to he convoluted 
and is the result of the tip no Jonger having an infinitely smal! cross-section. 
Also introducing a finite opening angle, as seen in C), causes this cross-section, 
and therefore the convolution, to increase. When the dimensions of this cross
section become of the same order of magnitude (or bigger) as those of the 
surface-features (D) and E) ), then these features are hardly imagedat all and 
they almost do not appear in the topography-image. Finally comparison of the 
topographies of D) and E) shows, that when either the radius of curvature, or 
the opening angle, is largely responsible for the overall dimensions of the tip's 
cross-section and the dimensions of that cross-section are similar to those of 
the surface, then varying the other of the two parameters, hardly causes the 
topography-image to change. Also note that only the horizontal dimensions 
are convoluted, the obtained vertical dimensions are not. Finally it should he 
mentioned that in figure 3.9 it is assumed, that one part of the tip is always in 
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contact with the surface. However, this might not be the case if the response 
of the feed-back loop is slow; if the height of the surface drops and the tip can 
not follow this descent, contact between tip and sample will temporally be lost . 
If this is the case, then the combined effects of lagged response and convolution 
will cause the shape of the "convolution" to change. 

A 

B 

c 

D 

Figure 3.9: The effects of convolution for five different tips . On the left are 
the different tips and on the right are the actual surfaces (in black) and the 
topographies imaged by scanning the tip over the surface (in color) . 

Not only the tip's, but also the cantilever's dimensions are important, be
cause these dimensions determine the force constant and resonance frequency 
of the probe; greater thickness or width of the cantilever increases both its 
force constant and resonance frequency, while longer cantilevers mean lower 
frequencies and force constants. Being able to tune the cantilever's properties 
by varying its dimensions is very useful because the different scanning modes 
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require different properties. In contact mode the cantilever is always in "repul
sive contact" and in order to accurately image the topography, the tip has to 
be flexible enough to follow the contours of the surface. This calls for a "soft" 
cantilever, a cantilever with a small force-constant that is. Non-contact mode 
however, requires stiff probes that can follow the variations in the forces acting 
on the tip . Tips with a small force constant would easily bend and therefore 
make imaging less accurate. For tapping mode to function, the tip needs to be 
oscillated with a high frequency and amplitude of tens of nanometers. Therefore 
probes with high resonance frequency and short cantilever-lengths are required. 

3.4.4 Partiele manipulation and surface etching 

Until now, this section has described atomie force microscopy in genera!. This 
subsection wiJl present which kind of AFM's (which brands and models) have 
been used in this thesis's work and what has been done with them. 

Before experiments invalving partiele movement could be initiated, a num
ber of imaging experiments had to be carried out. For this imaging of the 
surface, two different machines from Digital Instruments (DI) have been used, 
namely the Dimension™ 3100 and the Multimode™ SPM. Both machines 
work according to the principles described in subsection 3.4.1, but there is an 
important difference between bothof them. Where Dimension™ 3100 has a 
tip that is moved in the lateral directions over the stationary substrate, it is the 
substrate that is moved horizontally underneath the laterally stationary tip for 
the Multimode™ SPM. A moving tip has the advantage of being able to scan 
a large area ( several millimeters or more) of the sample without one ha ving to 
(manually) displace the sample between measurements on different locations. 
Moving the sample laterally, allows the tip to remain stationary, at least in the 
horizontal directions, and therefore experience less vibrational noise, thus allow
ing for higher resolution imaging than is possible with a moving tip. Since both 
AFM's are DI machines, a single computer program called Nanoscope@ can 
be used to controle the AFM. The probes used for imaging are NSC12 silicon 
probes from Mikromasch and the image mode is tapping mode. 

Imaging experiments have been carried out for two reasons. One, lot of 
sample preparation parameters, like the bathing time of a sample in APTS 
and the concentration of the colloidal gold-partiele salution (both mentioned 
in subsection 3.2.2), have to be determined, see sections 4.1, to obtain samples 
suited for partiele movement. This would not have been possible without the 
feed-back obtained from the AFM images. Similarly without imaging, one does 
not know where the particles to be moved are located, neither would one able 
to check whether a partiele has actually moved aftera displacement attempt. 

Once all relevant sample preparation properties, as mentioned in 3.2.2, have 
been determined, it becomes possible to move particles over the sample surface. 
For this only the Dimension™ 3100 is used, because it is equipped with a elosed 
loop module, while the Multimode™ SPM is not (this module is necessary 
to determine the exact location of the tip during movement) . Just as with 
imaging, these translation manipulations are performed in tapping mode. To 
move a partiele, fi.rst an image is made of the surface. Next the AFM-operator 
selects a partiele to be moved and in the partiele-movement-program (called 
Nanoscript@) he sets the values for the angle, the distance over which to move 
the partiele and the force to be applied to the partiele by the tip. As the operator 
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runs the programme, the programme places tip a few nanometers "behind" 
the partiele (behind here being defined as the tip still having to encounter the 
partiele as it is moved in the desired direction) and moved to its designated 
end position. To be able to move the particle, the feedback loop is turned off 
during the actual displacement attempt. When the tip approaches the partiele 
the tip 's forces acting on the partiele will try to move it , but to see whether or 
not the gold colloid actually moves, a second image has to be made after the 
movement .attempt. Attempts to move particles on substrates, both with and 
without lithograpbic contacts being present , can be found in section 4.2. 

Figure 3.10 gives a more qualitative picture of what happens during an at
tempt to move a particle. The free oscillation amplitude A fr ee is set to a specific 
(but for this discussion arbitrary) value. If the feed-back loop is on, then by 
setting the (oscillation) amplitude-setpoint Aset toa value lower than AJree, the 
tip will move closer to the surface, causing the surface forces acting on the tip 
to decrease the oscillation amplitude untilAset is reached. The (zero-amplitude) 
tip-substrate separation at which this happens is called 50 . The exact value of 
So is not known, but is dependent on AJree and Aset 5 . By turning the feed-back 
loop off, 50 becomes a fixed distance. If the tip is now scanned over the surfa.ce, 
then as long as the (zero-amplitude) tip-substrate separation remains constant 
(and equal to 50 ) , the oscillation amplitude will remain the same as wel!. How
ever, as the tip approaches a particle, the tip-substrate separation becomes 
smaller, causing the oscillation amplitude to decrease. When this oscillation 
dies out (the tip hits the partiele) , the cantilever starts to deflect. Deflection 
of the cantilever indicates that the tip applies a force to the particle, and the 
bigger the deflection, the larger the applied force will be. If this force becomes 
big enough (bigger than the forces holding the partiele to the surface that is) , 
in other words, if the deflection is large enough, then the partiele will be moved. 

Another way of using the AFM, is to etch small holes in the surface of a sub
strate. In this case, a silicon substrate covered with OTS, see subsection 3.2.4, is 
placed underneath the AFM. The AFM is a Solver P47H model from NT-MTD 
and CSC12/W2C and CSC12/Cr - Au tips are used in contact mode to remove 
parts of the OTS layer (for such conduction experiments, the tips are coated 
with a conductive layer: tungsten-carbide (W2C) and chrome-gold (Cr- Au) 
are the coatings used) . First an image is made of the location to be etched 
upon and next the tip is moved over the surface in a predefined pattern. While 
following this pattern, a bias voltage is applied over the tip and the substrate, 
and the OTS layer is locally broken down as a current starts to flow between tip 
and sample. From [27] follow the reactions taking place at both the sample, the 
anode, and the tip , the cathode. The reactions occuring at the sample surface 
are generally given by: 

(3.4) 

where M is the substance to be oxidized and n the number of water molecules 
necessary for this oxidation. The reaction on the tip is: 

5 How A free is modified to A set not only depends on Sa , but also on t he shapes and 
materials from which tip and sample are made. But since these two factors will not change 
significantly during the experiment they can be considered constant and will be left out of the 
rest of the discussion. 
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Figure 3.10: Trying to move a partiele with tapping-mode AFM. As the tip 
approaches the partiele the oscillation amplitude decreases and eventually the 
cantilever starts to deflect. The deflection indicates that force is being applied 
to the particle. If the deflection is large enough, the applied forces wil! be 
greater than the forces with which the partiele clings the surface and the partiele 
wil! be displaced. In this image Aset is the amplitude-setpoint , So the (zero
amplitude) tip-substrate separation, Ss the minimum tip-substrate separation, 
Rp the radius of the partiele and Dmax the maximum deflection the cantilever 
can experience in this situation. The image itself is taken from [26]. 

(3.5) 

The substance to be etched away is OTS and it contains mostly CH2 groups. 
Oxidation of this C H 2 can be seen as a combination of formula 3.4 (by taking 
M = C and n = 2) and the following one: 

(3.6) 

Combining these three formulas (taking formula 3.5 three times) gives the total 
reaction for etching away one CH2 group: 

(3.7) 

Thus by applying a bias over the tip and the sample, the OTS is converted (pri
marily) into carbon-dioxide and hydrogen gas. Both end-products are gaseous 
and dissolve into the air, leaving only the trenches behind. 

Within the software used to controle the AFM, the bias voltage, the applied 
load, the number of times the tip wil! follow the pattern, as well as the writing 
speed can be defined by the user. By using this method, holes, or in other words 
trenches, can be burnt into the substrate with nanoscale precision. As can be 
seen from the results, section 4.3, these trenches have dimensions of the same 
order of magnitude as the gold particles used to build the nanocontacts with. 
This is useful, because it allows the trenches to be used to confine and therefore 
controle the motion of particles when placed into them. 
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3.5 Conduction experiments 

Once a complete nanocontact has been formed, by first writing lithographic 
structures on a clean substrate (section 3.3) and subsequently using AFM tech
niques to move colloidal gold nanoparticles between the "fingers" of the litho
graphic leads (section 3.4) , it is placed on a chip bed and connected to the 
leads of the chip. Now the sample is ready to be placed in the conduction 
measurement setup (figure 3.11). 

Oscllloscope Current amplifier 

.J:.uts-generator 

Nanocontact 

R.:ontact 

Figure 3.11: The setup used for doing conduction measurements. 

A pulse-generator (model PG1022 from Farnell) is used to apply a bias volt
age over the nanocontact. To measure what bias is app\ied the generator is 
attached to an Oscilloscope (model TDS210 by Tektronix) . If a bias voltage is 
applied over the contact, then a current will start to flow through the nanocon
tact. Since this current is expected to be very small (nanoamperes or less), it 
is necessary to amplify the signal. This is done by a current amplifier (model 
427 by Keithley). The amplifier can amplify the signal up to 108 times. That is 
more than enough to detect the signal on the oscilloscope. The conductance of 
the contact can then be derived from both signals by exporting the scope-data 
to a PC and analyzing them further. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 

To obtain the results described in this chapter, the methods from the previous 
chapter are used. The reverse is also true however; some of the obtained results 
have been used to improve the methods mentioned in chapter 3. Therefore a 
number of aspects of the preparations and the used setups wil! be made more 
qualitative in the following sections. 

As stated before, to be able to perform imaging and manipulation experi
ments on an AFM and ultimately to measure the conductance of a nanocontact , 
it is necessary to prepare samples on which these experiments can be performed. 
Therefore it only makes sense to start this chapter with the results regarding 
the preparation of the different samples. Since AFM-imaging and manipulation 
are preparations in their own right, for the performance of conduction experi
ments that is, they wil! be presented next. Lastly, the results on the conduction 
experiments themselves wil! be given. 

4.1 Preparations for partiele movement 

To make a sample containing an aminoethylaminopropytrimethoxisilane (APTS) 
layer, the sample is first cleanedas described in subsection 3.2.1. When deposit
ing APTS on a sample, see subsection 3.2.2, the APTS layer has to be made as 
flat as possible. This can be clone by varying the time a sample is submerged 
into the aqueous APTS solution. Too short a time wil! prevent the formation 
of a complete monolayer and thus create a rather rough surface. If the bathing 
time is too long, then the APTS wil! form clusters on the surface and also have 
a high roughness. To determine the optimum bathing time, five cleaned samples 
are each placed into the salution for a different time-period. The times used for 
the different samples are 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes. After baking the APTS , 
three AFM images are taken for each sample. From these images the average 
roughness for each sample is determined by taking the full width half maximum 
(FWHM) of the height histograms of these images. The results can be found 
in table 4.1. From these results it can be concluded that 15 minutesis the best 
value for the bathing time, since in this case the FWHM was 0. 7 nm. Therefore 
it has been used for all further experiments that involve APTS. 

Another important parameter is the amount of gold nanoparticles deposited 
on a surface; too few and there are not enough particles to form a contact 

39 
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Time (min) FWHM (nm) 
1 0.92 ± 0.07 
5 1.0 ± 0.1 
15 0.7 ± 0.3 
30 0.96 ± 0.09 
60 1.1 ± 0.3 

Table 4.1: Roughness analyses for different bathing times of a silicon sample in 
the aqueous APTS solution. 

with, too many and manipulating a single partiele becomes very hard, if not 
impossible. To get an idea of how many particles are deposited on a 1 1-1m2 

area, a number of samples were submerged into the pure gold partiele solution 
(1.4 · 1018 particles per m3 , the particles have diameters of 15 nm) for one 
minute. The number of particles per 1-1m2 generally lies between 70 and 80. As 
can beseen from figure 4.1, this number of particles is big enough for building a 
complete nanocontact , while it leaves enough of the surface area empty for the 
manipulation of single particles. As such, the pure solution is used in further 
experiments. 

By determining the right bathing time in APTS and the adequate amount 
of particles per 1-1m2

, the sample now is ready for partiele manipulation (sec
tion 4.2) . 

4.2 AFM imaging and manipulation 

Now follow the result for manipulation of the gold particles with an AFM. But 
before the results of the previous sections can be combined with the lithographic 
structures, as described in section 3.3, to form a complete nanocontact, a num
ber of things (like what kind of tip can best be used for moving particles), are 
determined. These results are displayed in the following subsection. Subse
quently the different steps taken towards building a complete nanocontact are 
given, foliowed by the problems experienced during the performance of these 
steps. As a side-track the dependenee of partiele movement on humidity is 
shown in this sections last subsection. 

4.2.1 Preliminaries for moving particles 

For imaging in tapping mode, tips with a wide range of force constants and res
onance frequencies can be used (for the used tips, NSC12 probes from Mikro
masch, these values lie in the range of 0.30 to 14.0 N/m and 21 to 315 kHz 
respectively). However, moving particles on the surface requires more specific 
values of both force constant and resonance frequency. To determine what kind 
of tip is most suited for the job, attempts at moving particles have been carried 
out for two tips, namely NSC12B and NSC12F. The succes rate, the number 
of successful attempts versus the total number of attempts, as well as the force 
constants and resonance frequencies of the tips are shown in table 4.2. These 
results clearly show that stiff tips, which imply high resonance frequencies , are 
suited to move particles. 
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Figure 4.1: Bathing a sample into the pure gold partiele solution for one minute 
gives an adequate amount of particles per J.Lm 2 . The image, created with an 
NSC12F tip, is a 1 J.Lm by 1 J.Lm AFM image of a silicon substrate covered with 
a layer of APTS and on top of the APTS !ie 77 colloidal gold nanoparticles with 
15 nm diameters. Note that due to convolution the particles appear to have 
diameters bigger than 15 nm. 

Tip Force Resonance Successful Success 
Constant (N/m) Frequency (kHz) Attempts ra te 

NSC12B 14.0 ±8.0 315± 80 59 out of 126 47% 
NSC12F 0.30±0.10 21 ± 3 3 out of 55 5% 

Table 4.2: Determining what kind of tip to use for partiele manipulation. 

As ment ioned particles can be moved consistently with NSC12B tips. An 
example of such a displacement is given in figure 4.2. To the left (fig 4.2.A) is an 
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image of the sample before movement and to the right (fig 4.2.C) is the image 
after displacement has taken place. The center image (fig 4.2.B) is a schematic 
image indicating the movement direction of the particle. As can be seen from 
the two arrows in the center image even when a partiele moves, that does not 
automatically mean that it moves to the very precise location specified by the 
operator. However this can be easily corrected with a subsequent movement 
attempt. 

.l. 
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~ 
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Figure 4.2: 400 nm by 400 nm images of movement of a 15 nm nanoparticle on 
a APTS covered silicon substrate. A) shows the sample befare movement and 
C) shows it afterwards. B) displays a schematic image of the surface with the 
gold particles (gray circles) , the intended movement vector (green arrow) and 
the actual movement vector (blue arrow) superimposed on the image. Note that 
the movement veetors start befare the partiele and not on it, this is because the 
tip has to be placed behind a particle. Also the diagonalEnes in images A) and 
C) are not features of the APTS layer, but they are artifacts created by the 
AFM. 

Another important factor for rnaving gold particles, is the angle over which 
one tries to move them. It stands to reason that different angles of movement 
cause the cantilever to bend differently. And the way in which the tip exerts 
its farces on the particles (and the substrate) is dependent on the way it bends 
during movement. If the movement parallel to the cantilever, then the cantilever 
wil! bend normally, but if the movement is perpendicular to the length of the 
cantilever, then lateral farces acting on the tip wil! cause it to both bend verti
cally and twist sideways. Since the cross-section over which the cantilever now 
"bends" is completely different from the one for purely vertical bending, the 
cantilever behaves as if it has a different force constant and the farces exerted 
on the particles by the tip differ as wel!. Taking a combination of both parallel 
and perpendicular motion, causes the aforementioned cross-section to change 
again and thereby again giving different tip-partiele forces. 

There is another reason for why the tip might exert its farces differently on 
the partiele as the scan angle is varied. This factor comes from the geometry of 
both the tip and the particle. For the moment, here it is assumed that the tip 
always hits a partiele "head-on" (which is not always the case). If both tip and 
colloid have circular symmetry, then geometry does not cause the forces to vary 
with changing angles. If either tip or partiele (or both) do not have circular 
symmetry, then different scan angles mean a different contact surface between 
partiele and tip and farces wil! be exchanged differently as a result . 
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To determine how the success-rate for moving part icles depends on the di
rection in which one wants to move them, it is attempted to move gold colloids 
in different directions. The results are displayed in table 4.3. The angle in the 
t able gives the direction in which it was attempted to move the part icle; zero 
degrees indicates movement along the cantilever length in the direction from t ip 
to probe-bed, see figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3: Top view of a cant ilever with a "bulls-eye" placed over t he t ip , 
indicating t he angle under which movement attempts are performed. Zero de
grees indicates movement along the cantilever length in the direction from t ip 
to probe-bed. 

scan angles (0
) successful succes 

attempts rate% 
0- 44 67 out of 145 46 

45- 89 55 out of 117 47 
90-1 34 50 out of 103 49 

135-180 97 out of 179 54 
all angles 269 out of 544 49 

Table 4.3 : Percentage of successful movement attempts as function of scan
angle. Not that sirree the cant ilever is symmetrical over its length, there should 
be no difference between angles of X 0 and -X 0 , therefore the angles from -0° to 
-180° have een added to those running from 0° to 180° accordingly. 

The results in table 4.3 indicate that there is no significant difference in the 
success-rate for moving particles as function of the scan angle, despite t he as
pects discussed above. A reason for this might be t hat t apping mode is used 
to try to move part icles; the tip oscillates very fast (approximately 300 kHz) 
and as a result the t ime t he tip and partiele are in contact is very short , caus
ing the nanoscopic details of how t he tip actually hits the partiele to become 
unimportant . 
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4.2.2 Positioning of the gold colloids 

Moving a single particle, see image 4.2, is the basis necessary for lining up a 
number of particles in a predefined pattern. To test moving particles into a user 
defined design, it was attempted to create a ring of particles (figure 4.4). This 
was done on a APTS covered silicon surface covered with sufficient colloids on 
it. Figure 4.4.A shows the image taken before any movement attempts were 
made. Images B) through F) show several steps in the creation of the ring. 
During the creation process, particles were moved both into the ring and awa.y 
from it, leaving a. semi-closed ring, lying isolated from other particles on the 
surface (figure 4.4.F). The dashed circles indica.tes the loca.tion of the ring as it 
is being constructed. 
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Figure 4.4: Creation of a ring of particles on a 1 J..Lm by 1 J..Lm area of a. silicon 
substra.te covered with APTS. A) shows the area before movement attempts 
were initia.ted. Images B) through F) show different steps in the ring's creation 
with F) showing the final semi-closed ring. The dashed circles indicate the ring's 
loca.tion on the surface. 

Making configura.tions on the substrate that , at least in the AFM-image, 
a.ppear to be touching is not good enough. In figure 3.9, section 3.4.3 it is 
already shown that, due to convolution, the horizontal dimensions of features 
on a. surface in an AFM-image ( that in cl u des the diameters of the particles) are 
shown to have va.lues tha.t are bigger tha.n they have in reality. If, for exa.mple, 
two gold particles with 15 nm in diameter are displayed as having diameters 
twice as big (which is not uncommon) and they also appear to be just touching 
one another , then in reality the two particles are still 15 nm apart . One could 
say that only the particles their "convolution-shadows" are touching each other 
(figure 4.5.A). This is important, beca.use the nanoparticles need to be really 
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touching each other for a current to flow through the contact. One way to be 
certain that two particles are in physical contact, is to move one partiele into 
the convolution-shaclow of the other (figure 4.5.B). To check if both particles 
are now touching and bonded together, one of them is moved in the direction 
perpendicular to the "bonding-axis" ( the bonding-axis being the line connecting 
the two centers of the particles, figure 4.5.C). When the second partiele follows 
the movement of the first, then the two of them are bonded together , otherwise 
they are not. 

A B c 
Figure 4.5: The effects of convolution on two gold particles. The left image 
(A) shows two gold particles (in yellow) on a substrate whose "convolution
shadows" (in gray) are touching each other, while the actual particles are not. 
As shownon the right (B) , the particles can be brought into contact , causing the 
convolution-shadows to overlap (indicated by the two dashed circle segments). 
C) shows the direction for moving a partiele perpendicular to the "bonding-axis" 
( the dashed line). 

Attempts to collide two or more particles into one another and then move all 
of them at the same time have been carried out (figure 4.6). Each row of images 
in the figure shows a successful movement attempt. The left images being 
AFM-images taken before the movement, the center images being schematic 
drawings ofhow the particles moved (blue arrows) and should have moved (green 
arrows) and the right images being AFM-images taken after the movement. All 
AFM-images are 400 by 400 nm pictures (taken with a number of separate 
NSC12B tips) of the same silicon sample containing a APTS layer with gold 
nanoparticles on them. The top four AFM-images are taken on a location 
completely different from the four bottorn ones, the latter four also show one of 
the pairs of lithographic structures that are also present on the sample. On the 
first row (images 4.6.A to C) a partiele is brought into "contact" with another 
one. On the next row (images 4.6.D to F) both of these particles are moved 
by applying a force to only one of them (the lower of the two) with the tip. 
This indicates that both particles are in contact and have bonded together. 
lt is uncertain as to what the "trail" is, that is left by the partiele pair, but 
it could be gold from the particles that remains behind on the surface as the 
particles are moved. Row three (images 4.6.G to I) shows a partiele pair that is 
moved together in one movement attempt. This indicates that both particles are 
touching each other , but not necessarily that an actual bond has been formed 
between them. That there is no bond between them indeed, is shown on the 
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final row of the figure (images 4.6.J toL). The tip is placed exactly between the 
two particles and is moved to the left, resulting in the movement of only one 
partiele and thereby bringing about the separation of the two. 

, . 
•• • • 

Figure 4.6: Two examples of particles rnaving together. While both examples 
show that two particles can be moved with a single movement attempt, the 
images A toF show an example where the two particles are successfully bonded 
together, while the particles in images G to L are not. 

Another way of checking that the contact forms a closed circuit, would be 
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to simply apply a voltage over the completed nanocontact. This method has 
major drawbacks however; it can only be used when the total contact is finished 
and if no current starts to flow during such a test, one does not know at what 
location a conneetion is not established. 

4.2.3 Problems encountered during manipulation attempts 

From figure 4.4 it is clear, that moving particles is no problem as long asthereis 
enough space for the tip to move the particles across the surface without hitting 
sarnething else in the process. It is a different situation when one tries to move 
the colloids in the presence of the lithographic structures. 

One might expect, that when one moves a particle, the tip comes into contact 
with the lithographic structure before the partiele does. But by looking at the 
geometry of the tip, the partiele and the structure, it can be concluded that 
this is not the case. For instance, in the case of NSC12 tips, radius of curvature 
approximately 10 nm and opening angle around 10°, together with gold particles 
having diameters of 15 nm, the maximum height a lithographic structure can 
have, before the tip touches this structure sooner than the partiele does, is 
93.2 nm. Since the lithographic leads have heights of around 22.5 nm, it is 
clear that geometry should not prevent moving a partiele into contact with the 
structure. 

The real problem lies in the fact that the structures limit the directions in 
which particles can be moved; one cannot move a partiele through (or over) the 
structure, only around it. This limited acces becomes probiernatie if there is 
"debris" on the surface, because it can block off all possible routes for moving 
particles to the structures. Figure 4. 7 shows a case where there appears some
thing on the surface, after a movement attempt , that can prevent the formation 
of a chain of particles between the two leads. This "debris" can be a number 
of things, like gold which has been shed off from a colloid, APTS that has been 
"dug-up" from the surface, or a piece that has broken off from either the litho
graphic structure or the tip, but what it actually is, remains to be determined. 
In this case the debris is still "far" away from the leads. But when it appears 
closer to the structures (as it did on several occasions) , it can ruin the forma
tion of a "bridge" and another chain of colloids will have to be created. In very 
bad cases, the entire area around the pair of lithographic structures becomes 
unsuited for the formation of a particle-chain and one has to go to another 
structure-pair all together. 

Just as with moving a partiele towards another particle, convolution is a 
problem; particles may appear to be touching the fingers , while in reality they 
are not (figure 4.8). 

Therefore, to be certain that the partiele touches the structure, it has to 
be pressed into "convolution shadow" of the finger. This brings about another 
problem; since one does not know exactly where the lithographic lead begins, it 
is possible to move the tip too far and crash it into the structure. This can not 
only damage the tip, but sametimes the leads as well, see fig 4.9. 

Though this bending of the lithographic structures is unintentional, it might 
be used as an alternative method to close the gap between two structures, 
provided it can be done in a controllable fashion; simply move one gold colloid 
into contact with one of the fingers and bring the the second finger into contact 
with the partiele by bending it . Also , in a later stage, this bending might do 
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Figure 4. 7: AFM manipulations can create debris. To move a partiele (the one 
encircled in green), it is placed in the center of t he 1 J.Lm by 1 J.Lm image (A). 
After t he movement attempt (B), t he part iele is still on its originallocation, but 
a big "blob" of debris (encircled in blue) has appeared on the location to where 
part iele should have moved . What this blob is, is unknown. Also note that the 
after-movement image is far more convoluted t han t he befare-movement one. 

away with the gold colloids all together ; if the desired organic molecule already 
lies between t he two fingers, it would just be a matter of bending both fingers 
and bringing them into contact wit h the molecule. 

As can be seen from table 4.2 and figure 4.2, it is possible to move particles. 
But this does not automatically mean t hat a partiele can be moved, nor that 
one wil! do so at the first attempt to move it . And even when it moves , the 
direction of movement and the actual distance travelled can differ from their 
specified values, figure 4.2. Combined with other problems encountered when 
t rying to create a chain of gold particles between two lit hograpbic contacts, like 
t he appearance of debris and the bending of t he fingers, this results in a process 
for creating a nanocontact that is rather slow and arduous. 

However , t he fact that it takes a long t ime to make but a single nanocontact 
also yielded some beneficia! information. Figure 4.10 shows two stages in the 
creation of a nanowire between a pair of contacts. The images are taken wit h 
a five-day interval and in the mean time, t he sample has been taken out of 
t he AFM and handled extensively. Some part icles have been moved by AFM 
manipulations, but those whohave not (a number of t hem are encircled in blue), 
are still on the same location. This indicates that for displacement of part icles, 
t hey really need to be manipulated externally and wil! not move on their own. 
Thus once a contact is formed, it wil! remain stabie and can be handled further 
without t he risk of it spontaneously falling apart. This is important , because 
fu ture electrical components, made with such a contact, wil! have to operate for 
several years 
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Figure 4.8: A 15 nmpartiele is placed between the lithographic structures. Due 
to convolution it appears to be 50 nm big and therefore it seams to bridge the 
gap between the two leads , while in reality it does not . 

4.2.4 Partiele movement as function of the humidity 

As a side track , it has been tested whether the movement of particles is inftu
enced by humidity or not . For several days of trying to move particles, every 
half hour the humidity was measured with a hygrometer. At the end of t he 
day the average humidity was calculated as wel! as the percentage of success
ful movement attempts of that day. The results are shown in table 4.4. From 
these results it is not clear whether or not humidity is a important factor for 
partiele movement . Also since t here were no facilities present to controle the 
environment, i. e. t he humidity, in which the AFM had to operate, the range 
over which the humidity could be "varied" is rather smal!. Therefore making 
t he drawing of conclusions, regarding the humidity being an relevant factor for 
partiele movement, even more difficult. 
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Figure 4.9: Breaking of a finger. Two 1 p,m by 1 p,m images of a lithographic 
structure with gold particles around it. Before the movement attempt both 
fingers are still straight A), but when too much force is applied the lower one 
brakes off and is bend to the left B). Also notice that all the particles have the 
same ellipt ical shape and orientation due to convolution caused by the tip. 

Figure 4.10: Two 1 p,m by 1 p,m images of the same lithographic structure. 
Image A) is made 5 days before image B). Between taking images A) and B) 
some particles have been manipulated with the AFM, but those who have not , 
are on the same locations in both images. For clarity, some of the "un-touched" 
particles are encircled in blue. 

4.3 Local etching with an AFM 

From the previous section it is clear, that t here are still a lot of problems to be 
solved, before moving gold particles between two lithographic contacts with an 
AFM-probe becomes an efficient process for the creation of a closed electronic 
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Day Nr Average Successful Movement Succes Ra te (%) 
Humidity (%) Attempts 

1 20 0 out of 5 0 
2 24 15 out of 21 71 
3 28 4 out of 8 50 
4 32 18 out of 24 75 
5 34 15 out of 32 47 
6 34 4 out of 15 28 

Table 4.4: Percentage of successful movement attempts as function the humidity. 
No clear correlation between humidity and success rate is apparent . 

nanocircuit . Therefore an alternative approach is explored. 
Instead of using the tip to push particles to the desired location, it is used 

to locally create a trench in the silane-layer covering the silicon substrate. The 
idea then is to apply gold colloids to the surface and see if they can be placed 
into these trenches. First it was tried to use a tapping mode tip , NSC12B, to 
plough a trench into APTS by executing the Nanoscript@ program (which is 
normally used for moving particles) with the scan speed during "movement" set 
to a very low value (5500 nm/s). This did result into the creation of a trench 
with suitable depth and width (figure 4.11), but the ploughing motion of the 
tip caused the APTS that was removed from the trench to be pushed into high 
hills next to the trench. And thus preventing the movement of particles into 
the trench by pushing them with an AFM. 

Apparently just shoving the silane-layer away is not good enough, therefore 
it is tried to etch trenches into the silane, see subsection 3.4.41 . To do so, W2 C 
coated silicon CSC12 cantilevers are used in contact mode on an Smena845 
AFM. To see how the depthand width of the trench can be optimized, several 
parameters have been varied. The varied parameters are: the speed with which 
the tip is scanned over the surface, the force with which the tip presses onto 
the substrate, the bias voltage applied between the tip and the substrate and 
the number of times the tip is scanned over the same scan-pattern. Besides 
these optimalisation experiments, gold particles have been applied to some of 
the trenches that were created, by placing a droplet of a gold-colloid salution 
on these trenches. 

To be able to say what variations are caused by changing these parameters, 
the trench widths and depths have been determined. Regardless of the param
eter being varied, line-profiles were taken from the relevant images to get the 
average trench-dimensions and determine the trends resulting from these vari
ances. Profiles from height images were used to gauge the depth of the trenches, 
whereas the profiles of lateral force images were used to derive the width of the 
trenches. This was done, because lateral features are far more clearly visible in 
the lateral force images than in the corresponding height images. Note that the 
hight and the lateral force are recorded simultaneously; both the height picture 
and the conesponding force picture show information from the same location 

1 Bath the APTS and OTS contain silicon and farm layers on the surface. As such bath 
can be called silane-layers. However APTS has been exclusively used for partiele movement 
experiments. But for the etching experiments only OTS has been used. 
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Figure 4.11: A trench created in the APTS layer by ploughing into it in tapping 
mode with an NSC12B tip. The created trench has a depth of about 4.4 nm 
and a width of 20 nm. Also notice the "hills" created on the edges of the trench 
(they are approximately 7.7 nm high and 44.4 nm wide). 

on the sample. This information is just displayed in two separate images. 

Also, it should be mentioned that in all cases reported here the tip was 
at a lower potential than the grounded sample was; to break the bonds in 
the OTS and actually etch, electrans have to be introduced via the tip, see 
equation 3.5. Therefore the applied bias voltages are negative. But because 
only the voltage difference is of interest, all biases wil! be written as positive 
numbers for simplicity. 

Initially, it was tried to make use of the same kind of silicon that was used as 
a substrate for the partiele movement experiments. However , this silicon proved 
to have a silicon oxide layer, which was too thick for etching. Therefore silicon 
with only a native oxide layer was used for the etching experiments. 
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4.3.1 Dependance of etching on the applied bias voltage 

First the applied bias voltage was varied between 5.5 an 9.5 V. The results can 
beseen in figure 4.12. 

Figure 4.12: Four AFM images of 10 trenches in total. The top images, A) and 
B), display the height data, while the bottorn ones, C) and D), depiet the lateral 
force information. The left images, A) and C), were taken simultaneously, as 
were images B) and D) on the right. From left to right the applied voltages 
were 9.5, 9.0, 8.5, 8.0, 7.5 and 7.0 in A) and C) and 7.5 , 7.0, 6.5 and 6.0 in B) 
and D). Note that an eleventh line of 5.5 V was etched, but this did not appear 
in images B) and D) . The other parameters are: a scan speed of 50,000 Ajs, an 
applied force of 14.7 nN and the number of times the lines are etched is one. 

From this figure two trends can be derived, one for the width and one for 
the depth. In case of the width the trend is simple; the bigger , the more 
negative that is , the applied bias, the broader the trenches turned out to 
be(figure 4.13.A). This can be attributed to more electrans being available for 
etching at bigger biases; more electrans create a bigger charging effect, causing 
further electrans to spread more and therefore form braader lines. 
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There is an optimum in the trend for the height; at 6.0 V etching starts 
to occur and a trench is formed. Up to about 7.0 V the trench becomes ever 
deeper, but increasing the bias further causes the trench to become shallower 
again. A possible cause for this trend is that at 6.0 V the bias becomes big 
enough for etching to start. As the bias is increased, more electrans become 
available. Resulting in more etching and deeper trenches. But when the trench 
becomes deeper than the approximately 1.8 nm thick OTS layer, the electrans 
reach the underlying Si02 layer, causing further oxidation of the substrate. 
Since the oxide takes up more volume than Si [27], it will fill up the trench. 
Therefore causing the trenches to become shallower again. From figure 4.13.B 
it appears to be that at 7.0 V bias the trench becomes deepest, but a word 
of caution is in order; the actual dimensions of the trench not only depend on 
the four parameters already mentioned here, but also on the geometry of the 
sample and the tip and even on the humidity. Since the setup did not allow 
for the humidity to be controlled and because these geometries varies from tip 
to tip and from sample to sample, it is impossible to give reliable numbers for 
the dimensions of the trench, without the performance of more experiments to 
determine some statistics on these values. 
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Figure 4.13: Trench dimensions as function of the applied bias. A) shows how 
the width depends on the bias, B) shows the results for the depth. The data 
used forA) was obtained from figure 4.12.C, while figure 4.12.B was used for 
the data in B). 

4.3.2 Dependance of etching on the applied force 

Besides varying the bias voltage, the load, or force, with which the tip was 
pressed into the surface was also varied. Two series of measurements, in which 
the load was varied between -5.5 and 22.0 nN2 , have been performed and are 
presented in figure 4.14. 

2 Note that for one measurement the load is negative, in other words, the tip was pulled 
away from the sample. That it was still possible to etch with the tip, was because the applied 
load was initially positive; causing the tip to come into contact with the surface. Then the 
load was decreased until it reached a negative value. However, there is a thin water film on 
the surface and this film kept the tip into contact with the surface, despite the fact that the 
applied load tried to move the tip away from it . 
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Figure 4.14: Two experiments in which the force was varied ; each row shows 
another experiment . The pictures on t he left , A) and C), are the height images 
and the ones on t he right, B) and D) , display the lateral force images. In A) 
and B) t he forces wit h which t he lines are drawn are (from left to right): -5.5, 
3.7 and 12.8 nN. In images C) and D) t here are five t renches visible, but only 
t he 2nd, 4th and 5th lines from the left are relevant for this work. (For t he other 
two lines the other parameters, besides the applied load, were varied as wel!. ) 
The loads used for t hese lines are (from left to right) : 22.0, 12.8 and 3.7 nN. 
The other parameters are: a scan speed of 50,000 A/s, an applied voltage of 7.0 
V and t he number of t imes the lines are etched is one. 

From these images , line profiles were created and these were used to derive 
t he t rench widths and dept hs as t hey are given in table 4.5. Note that t he line 
number N corresponds to t he Nth line from t he left ( t his convent ion wil! also be 
used in table 4.6). 

No conclusions regarding t he dependance of the t rench-dimensions on t he 
applied load can be drawn fro m t hese results. 

Despite the fact t hat t he amount of electrans which is available for etching 
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Line Nr Force (nN) Trench Width (nm) Trench Depth ( nm) 
First force experiment (Images 4.14.A and B) 

1 -5.5 38 0.10 
2 3.7 34 0.08 
3 12.8 57 0.30 

Second force experiment (Images 4.14.C and D) 
2 3.7 47 1.50 
4 12.8 43 1.58 
5 22.0 43 1.00 

Table 4.5: Trench widths and depths as function of the load for two different 
measurements. 

remains the same when the load is varied (because the bias is kept constant), it 
stands to reason that the paths through which these electrans can travel from 
tip to sample do change, causing varying trench-dimensions. For instance, when 
a tip is brought into contact with the substrate, the waterfilm, which is always 
present on that substrate's surface in an air environment, causes a meniscus to 
form between the tip and the substrate. Since the meniscus consists of water, 
it allows electrans to etch at positions where tip and sample are not directly in 
contact. As aresultand regardless of the applied force , this meniscus causes the 
trench to be braader than one would expect from the tip-sample contact area 
alone. However, when the load is varied, the width of this meniscus wil! also 
vary; it wil increase for bigger loads and decrease for lower ones. (In this way 
even negative loads can be applied, causing trenches to become very narrow.). 
Therefore it can be expected that the bigger the applied force, the braader the 
meniscus and the wider the resulting trench should be. Another factor that 
might cause trènches to become wider with increased load, is the tip becoming 
blunter and braader as it is pressed harder into the surface. Since the amount 
of electrans to etch with does not vary, the amount of bonds that can be braken 
remains the same as wel!. Therefore one could expect the volume to be etched 
away to remain constant; trenches would become shallower when they become 
broader. In other words, more force would cause the trenches to become less 
deep. There is another argument though, that can be used to reason that a 
greater load causes trenches to become deeper: Increasing the load can cause 
the tip to penetrate into the surface layer and break bonds deep within the OTS 
layer, causing large parts of the OTS-chains to be removed from the substrate. 
Such a mechanism would require only a small number of electrans to etch away 
large amounts of OTS. The more force that would be applied to the tip, the 
deeper it would penetrate the surface and the deeper the trench would become. 
Since such an etching mechanism would not require additional electrans when 
the load is increased, it would still be possible to get braader trenches as they 
get deeper with increased force. 

4.3.3 Dependance of etching on the number of passes 

The third parameter that was varied during etching, is the number of times the 
AFM-tip was scanned over the same location in rapid succession. For this the 
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applied force and bias voltage were set to 0 nN 3 and 7.0 V respectively, together 
with a scan speed of 50,000 A/s. The result s are displayed in figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15: Trench-dimensions as function of t he number of t imes t he AFM-t ip 
was scanned over the same location. The left image, A), is a line profile of a 
height image containing t hree t renches, while t he right image, B), shows the 
lateral force image of t he same trenches. From left to right t he number of times 
the AFM-t ip was scanned over t he same location are 1, 5 and 10. The other 
parameters are: a scan speed of 50,000 A/s, an applied voltage of 7.0 V and an 
applied load of 0 nN. 

From the height image, of which figure 4.15.A is only a single line-profile, t he 
depth of t he t renches was determined. These results are displayed in table 4.6, 
together with t he widths of t he t renches, which were determined from the lateral 
force image (figure 4.15.B). 

Line Nr Number of) Trench Width (nm) Trench Depth ( nm) 
Passes 

1 1 43 0.80 
2 5 47 0.77 
3 10 40 0. 75 

Table 4.6: Trench widths and depths as function of t he number of t imes t he 
AFM-t ip was scanned over t he same location. 

These results indicate that t he dimensions of the t renches hardly change if 
t he t ip is scanned over t he same location more t han once. A possible explana
t ion can be found if one looks at t he chemica! reactions that take place during 
etching ( subsection 3.4.4). From equation 3. 7 it is clear t hat water is a neces
sary constituent for etching. Normally t his water is present on both the t ip and 

3 T he load was init ia lly posit ive, causing the tip to come into contact wit h t he surface. 
T hen t he load was decreased unt il it became zero again. The water present on t ip a nd sample 
prevented t he t ip from losing contact wit h t he surface when the load was zero. 
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the surface [27] , but it might be that the time, between scanning over t he same 
location consecut ive times, is to short , to allow addit ional water to replenish the 
water that is consumed in the etching-process. Once all available water has been 
used up , etching stops. Leaving behind t renches t hat are equal in bath depth 
and width, regardless of the number of etching-attempts that were executed on 
the same location. 

4.3.4 Dependance of etching on the scan speed 

The last parameter that was varied, wasthespeed with which the tip is scanned 
over t he surface. As the scan speed was varied between 50,000 and 115,000 A/s, 
the tip was scanned over each location only once and the applied voltage and 
force were kept constant at 8.5 V and 22 nN respectively. The results for varying 
the speed are shown in figure 4.16. 

Figure 4.16: Trench-dimensions as function of t he scan speed of the t ip. The 
left image, A) , shows the height picture of 6 circular trenches , while the right 
image, B) , shows the lateral force picture of the same trenches. In bath images, 
on the top row, from left to right , the scan speeds are 115,000, 100,000 and 
90,000 A/s. On the bottorn row, also from left to right , the scan speeds are 
75,000 and 50,000 A/s. Note that the circle in t he bottom-right corner of bath 
images was written withother parameters all tagether and is disregarded in this 
work. The other parameters are: each circle is scanned once, an applied voltage 
of 7.0 Vandan applied laad of 22 nN. 

From these images it can be concluded that the width of the t renches be
comes only slightly braader as the scan speed is decreased (figure 4.17.A), 
whereas t he depthof the trenches increases considerably (figure 4.17.B). A pos
sibie reason for the width of the trench being practically invariant to changes 
in the scan speed, is that t he tip-sample contact-surface varies only slightly; 
only t he water-layer around the tip wil! have a marginally different thicknesses 
for the various speeds (lower speeds wil! cause the layer of water around the 
tip to be thicker, causing braader trenches). As the scan speed is decreased, 
the amount of electrans that is available per unit volume increases; the amount 
of electrans that travel from tip to surface per unit time remains the same for 
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all speeds (because the voltage is the same for all measurements), but as the 
tip moves slower, it has more time on each location for depositing electrons, 
therefore causing the total etched volume to increase. Sirree it has already been 
concluded that the width of the trenches remains almost the same, the depth 
of the trench wil! have to increase to accommodate for the increase in etched 
volume as the scan speed is reduced. 
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Figure 4.17: Trench dimensions as function of the scan speed. A) shows how 
the width depends on the scan speed, B) shows the results for the depth. The 
data used forA) was obtained from figure 4.16.B, while figure 4.16.A was used 
for the data in B). 

As can beseen from the result displayed in the previous images, figures 4.12 
to 4.16, by varying the aforementioned parameters, the dimensions of the trench 
can be tuned. Here the general trends for the variation of the different param
eters are summarized in table 4.7. 

Increase of Effect on Effect on 
Parameter Trench Width Trench Depth 

Applied Voltage ++ +I-
Applied Force ++ ++ 

Number of Passes 0 0 
Scan Speed - --

Table 4.7: The effects of increasing one of the parameters on the trench width 
and depth. Here ++ indicates an increase, +/- an optimum (first an increase, 
then a decrease) , 0 no effect, - - a decrease and - a slight decrease. 

Sirree it is intended to use this etching method to align particles with 15 nm 
diametersintoa single row, it is desirable to create trenches that are only slightly 
wider, say 20 to 25 nm. However, the smallest width that was achieved during 
these etching experiments is 34 nm ( allowing two rows to be lying si de by side 
in the trench). In theory these trenches can be made smaller, by decreasing the 
load and the applied voltage, but sirree the radius of curvature of the coated 
tips already is 30 to 35 nm, it will require the applied force to be very low, quite 
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possibly even negative. In the latter case, it wil! be the water meniscus holding 
the tip into "contact" with the surface. But as etching takes place, this water is 
consumed in the process, causing the meniscus to become narrower and though 
this wil! make the trench narrower as wel!, it wil! also cause the force that bonds 
the tip to the surface to decrease, possibly causing the tip to snap out of its 
contact with the surface and stop the etching. Also, low biases wil! cause the 
trenches not to reach their ideal (maximum) depth of about 1.8 nm, which is 
the thickness of the OTS layer. This could be compensated for by decreasing 
the scan speed, but in that case, the water in the meniscus is replenished at a 
slower rate (because the tip stays Jonger on the same, already water-depleted, 
region). This wil! cause the meniscus to shrink faster and therefore decrease 
the forces , bonding the tip to the surface, faster as wel!. Thereby possibly still 
preventing the depth of the trench reaching it maximum value. The point being 
made here, is not that making narrower trenches with a maximum depth is 
impossible, that still remains to be seen, but that it is far from trivia! and wil! 
require the tuning of all four parameters (load, bias voltage, number of passes 
and scan speed) tagether with, as a fifth parameter, the humidity (or at least 
the amount of water available for etching). 

4.3.5 Self-assembly of gold nanoparticles into the trenches 

After writing the trenches and determining how their dimensions depend on 
the aforementioned parameters, the AFM's head, which contains the cantilever
probe, was removed from the AFM-setup. And a droplet of a colloidal gold 
nanoparticles salution (with partiele diameters of 15 nm) was applied toa region 
of the surface containing trenches, in order to see if particles can be placed into 
these trenches. Four minutes after placing the droplet onto the sample, it was 
removed again , the AFM-head was placed back on top of the sample and images 
were made of the surface. The same tip that was used for writing the trenches 
was used to image the surface after the gold particles had been applied, but this 
time tapping mode was used for imaging instead of contact mode. Tapping mode 
was used, because with it, there would be less chance of moving the particles, 
which would bond only weakly to the OTS layer, during imaging. In this way it 
could be possible to see wether or not particles would self-assemble onto (into) 
the trenches. The results of applying gold colloids to the trenches can be seen 
in figure 4.18. 

On this image several things can be seen. First it is clear , that particles can 
indeed be placed into the trenches. Not only that, but because images B) toE) 
were made in tapping mode, it is unlikely that t he particles were pushed into 
the trenches with the AFM-tip, and self-assembled seems to be the process with 
which the particles moved into the trenches. 

Secondly, another result can be derived from camparing images 4.18 and 4.1 
with one another; gold particles adhere far more readily to APTS than they do 
to OTS. (For APTS, 77 particles were observed on a 1 by 1 JLm surface after 
applying the gold partiele salution to the surface for one minute, whereas only 
11 particles were observed on a 4 by 4 JLm area of the OTS covered substrate 
after four minutes "bat hing time".) This can be attributed to the difference in 
end-groups of both substances; the APTS' H 2N end-group causes its surface to 
be polar, while OTS is a-polar because of its CH3 end-group. When the gold 
partiele solution, which is polar because water is used as its solvent, is applied to 
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Figure 4.18: Particles are deposited on a surface containing trenches. In figure 
A) a lateral force image of the trenches, before gold particles were applied, is 
displayed. The height image in figure B) displays the trenches after particles 
had been applied. There are 11 particles in the image, 10 of which are lying 
in one of the trenches. Zooming in on the fourth partiele from the top in the 
trench furthest to the left , figure C) and E) were obtained, C) being the height 
image taken over the partiele in the trench and E) being the simultaneously 
recorded phase image. From figure C), a line profile of the partiele in the trench 
was made, the direction in which the profile was taken being perpendicular to 
the lengthof the trench, and it is displayed in D). From this profile it is evident 
that the height of the partiele is 15 nm, indicating that the "particle" really is 
a gold particle. 

a polar (APTS) surface, a good contact between surface and salution is formed , 
allowing a lot of particles to adhere to the surface. Applying the salution to an 
a-polar (OTS) surface, causes the contact between them to be poor and only a 
few particles stick to the substrate. 

Thirdly, almost all the particles in image 4.18.B lie in the trenches and not 
next to them. This can be explained by noting that OTS reduces the interaction 
the particles have with the attractive Van der Waals forces exerted by the silicon 
underneath , just as APTS does (see subsection 3.2.2) . Where the trenches are 
etched, this screening layer has become thinner and in some cases has been 
removed entirely, causing the particles to bond to the locations of the trenches 
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because there the effect of the silicon's attractive forces is greatest. 
Lastly, from the height profile in image 4.18.D it follows that the partiele is 

approximately 15 nm high, indicating that the "particle" really is a gold partiele 
and not something else. 

As already stated, the particles in images 4.18.B, C and E have probably 
self-assembled into the trenches. For making a nanocontact, both with and 
without a molecule taken up into it, this is an advantage, because self-assembly 
means that the particles already go to the desired location without having to use 
an AFM-tip to get them there. This means the tip will not have to be brought 
into proximity of the lithographic structures, thereby reducing the chances of 
darnaging either the tip or the fingers. Also self-assembly greatly reduces the 
time needed to bring the gold colloids to their desired locations. 

Another issue is the etching of trenches near the lithographic structures. 
Though no such experiments have been performed in this work, some comments 
about this issue can be made by taking the geometry of tip, trench, partiele 
and fingers into account. When the tip is just brought into contact with a 
lithographic structure (for the moment it is assumed that this can be done in 
such a fashion that neither the tip nor the structure are damaged) , then by 
looking ar the geometry it can be concluded that the point where the tip (with 
a radius of curvature around 30 nm) touches the surface is still approximately 
29 nm away from where the structure starts. However the water meniscus 
around the tip causes the trench to be broader ( thus the end of the trench 
will lie closer to the structure). Combining this feature with the appliance 
of a greater bias voltage close to the contact should ensure that the formed 
trench lies close enough to the lithographic structures for gold particles to form 
a conducting path between the two fingers. 

As another alternative, this etching method can be combined with the "met
allisation" of the fingers and the gold particles [28]4

• Not only can this metalli
sation help conneet the fingers with the gold colloids ( and the separate particles 
with themselves as well) and thus facilitate the formation of a nanocontact. But, 
by precisely controlling the time the sample is exposed to the "metal-solution", 
the size of the gap, in which a molecule to be connected to the electronic circuit 
is to be placed, can be given any desired value. This would enable the creation 
of gaps in which the desired molecule fits perfectly. 

4.4 Conduction experiments 

To see whether the materials used for making the nanocontact , as described 
in section 3.2, are suited for their respective uses as conductors or resistors, 
preliminary conduction experiments have been performed. 

Initially silicon with only a thin native oxide layer was used as a substrate 
to fabricate the nanocontact on. But when the resistance of an empty nanos
tructure was measured, this resistance turned out to be approximately 120 n5 . 

4 After placing the gold particles on the desired locations, a "electroless" solution containing 
metal ions, nickel in the case of [28] , is administered to the sample. The metal ions will 
precipitate on exposed metal surfaces, i.e . the fingers and the colloidal particles, and ca use 
these surfaces to grow both laterally and vertically. 

5 Here an empty nanostructure means a single pair of lithographic contacts on a Si substrate 
(with a native oxide layer) without the presence of APTS (or OTS) nor colloidal gold particles, 
as is described in subsection 3.2.3. Macroscopie leads were connected to the contact, see 
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From literature [22, 29- 33] it is known that the resistance of a molecule will be 
in the order of 107- 1010 n. This clearly indicates that the native Si02 is to 
thin6 , causing the current to flow through the substrate instead of through the 
intended molecule. 

Therefore further lithographic structures were made on silicon with a thick, 
artificially grown, oxide layer. When it was attempted to determine the re
sistance of these structures7 , the resistance-value turned out to be too big to 
measure with a multimeter, indicating a resistance of more than 20 MD. 

This could still turn out to be too low a value, therefore the sample was 
placed into the conduction setup, see figure 3.11 in section 3.5, and a bias of 
25 V was applied over a pair of lithographic structures8 . The only current that 
was detected, was the displacement current due to charging of the two fingers 
as a bias was applied. To get a rough estimate of the resistance, the relaxation 
time of the circuit was measured and found to be 107.5 p,s. From this time 
a resistance of a bout 1015 n was calculated9 . Though this is only a rough 
estimate, it is stil five orders of magnitude bigger than the resistances given in 
literature [22, 29-33] . Combined with the fact , that the applied bias of 25 V is 
also more than ten times larger than the ones in any of these six references, it 
is safe to say, that if a current starts to flow, it will do so through the molecule 
and not through the substrate. 

Having to use silicon with a thick oxide layer still poses a problem though. 
From section 4.3 it is already clear that thick-oxide silicon wafers cannot be 
used for etching trenches. And while strictly speaking, it is not necessary to use 
trenches to create the nanocontact , see section 3.1, from the results obtained 
thus far, it is also obvious that the trenches could greatly facilitate the manufac
turing of the contacts. A salution to this problem might be found in the prepara
t ion procedure for etching: the thickness of the native oxide layer on the silicon 
used for etching is increased (by placing the silicon in an ultraviolet/ozone-oven, 
subsection 3.2.4) to allow OTS to adhere to the Si02 . Though the thickness 
of the native-oxide layer is enlarged by placing it in the ultravioletjozone-oven, 
it still remains thinner than thickness of the layers that are present on the 
substrates which are used for making the lithographic structures. By varying 
the time a sample is placed in the oven, the thickness of the oxide layer can 
be tegulated. In this way, it could be determined whether there is a optimum 
range of thicknesses, that on one hand is thin enough for etching to be possible , 

subsection 3.2.5, and the resistance of the lithographic structures was determined with a 
multimeter. 

6 Because the used silicon is doped , and therefore conductive, it is the thickness of the 
silicon oxide layer on top of the Si that determines the magnitude of the resistance of the 
substrate. 

7 This time the substrate containing the lithographic contacts, was already prepared ac
cording to subsection 3.2.2; it already contained a layer of APTS with gold colloids deposited 
all across its surface. 

8 Before applying this bias, a multimeter was used to check, that the resistance to be 
measured, would only be due to the gap between the two fingers and not originate from any 
other part of the electrooie circuit. This turned out to be the case; all other parts of the 
conducting path had resistances of less than 1 n. 

9 By assuming that the fingers !ie exactly in front of one another, they can be considered 
to be a parallel plate capacitor, with a capacitance C equal to: C = K EO~ With K being 
the dielectric constant (K = 1.00059 for air) , EO the permittivity of vacuum (Eo = 8.854 · 
10- 12 C 2 /N ·m 2 ) , A the surface of the "plates" (A= 100 · 22.5 nm2 = 2, 25-10- 15 m 2 ) and d 
the distance between the plates (d = 1-10-7 m). For C this comes down to C = 2.0-10- 19 F . 
Since the relaxation time.,. is given by -r = RC, its resistance R can now be calculated. 
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while at the same time being thick enough to make certain that the current in 
a nanocontact flows through the contact and not trough the substrate. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

Atomie force microscopy (AFM) and electron beam lithography (EBL) have 
been combined, in an attempt to create a nanocontact, i.e. a conducting path 
with dimensions in the order of nanometers, that in the future can be used to 
conneet a single molecule to a macroscopie electronic circuit. 

After several attempts, lithographic structures, that on side have macrO:. 
scopic dimensions and on the other side have dimensions in the order of 100-
200 nm ,were successfully created. Subsequently, a layer of aminoethylamino
propytrimethoxisilane (APTS) with colloidal gold nanoparticles (15 nm diame
ter) on top of it, was introduced on the substrate containing these structures. 
An AFM was used, to both image and manipulate these particles as they lay 
on the substrate. 

Movement of single particles, by pushing them from one location to the 
other with the aid of tapping mode AFM, proved to be no problem, as long as 
these movement attempts were conducted far away from any structures on the 
substrate. And though for every single movement attempt there is, on average, 
only a 50% chance to actually move the intended particle, this percentage proved 
to be more than adequate for placing a number of particles into a ring-like 
configuration on the substrate. Similarly it was shown that two particles can 
be moved with a single movement attempt, even when the two particles are not 
bonded together. 

Combining lithographic structures with colloidal gold particles, as has been 
dorre by others like Junno et al. [34] as well, did proveto be a problem. Though it 
was possible to move particles towards and around the structures, no conducting 
path, consisting of a chain of gold colloids, was successfully created between a 
pair of lithographic "fingers" and as such no nanocontact has been created. 
This has been attributed to several factors. The lithographic structures, though 
necessary for the nanocontact, limit the directions in which particles can be 
moved across the surface. Combined with fact that sametimes "debris" appears 
after a movement attempt , which creates a further obstacle to be circumvented, 
it can become impossible to create the nanocontact, because all possible acces
routes for placing the particles between the fingers are blocked off. 

Another problem is bending of the fingers. To establish a conducting path 
from finger to finger through a chain of gold colloids, it is necessary to bring 
at least one partiele (per finger) into contact with the finger. However, due 
to convolution, the exact positions of the fingers were unknown and sametimes 
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the AFM-tip was pushed too far and into the lithographic contact , causing the 
finger to bend away and the structure pair to become unsuitable for the creation 
of a nanocontact . 

These problems prevented the formation of a nanocontact , therefore an al
ternative has been explored invalving the self-assembly of gold colloids into 
nanometer size trenches. These trenches were created by placing a conductive 
AFM-tip, in contact mode, on top of an octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) coated 
substrate and etching away part of this OTS by applying a bias voltage between 
the tip and the substrate. 

During etching, the applied voltage, the force with which the tip was pressed 
into the OTS, the number of times the tip was passed over the same location 
for etching and the scan speed of the tip were varied and the effects of these 
variations on the depth and width of the trenches have been determined. 

After having determined how the trench dimensions depend on the afore
mentioned parameters, gold particles were introduced into ( onto) the trenches. 
And though the trenches were not completely tilled particles, particles clearly 
preferred to absorb into the trenches rather than settie on the un-etched OTS. 
Indicating that the formation of nanowirers by self-ássembly of the gold col
loids into the trenches probably is just a matter of giving the particles more 
time to absorb into the trenches. Direct comparison with literature is difficult ; 
though numerous successful attempts at etching trenches in OTS [35, 36] and 
other materials [27] have been reported, as wel! as attempts to allow colloids 
to self assembie on a modified OTS surface [37- 39], to the knowledge of the 
author, no attempts at directly self-assembling colloids in etched trenches have 
been reported. 

Finally, the resistance of a pair of lithographic structures, without a chain of 
gold particles between them, has been determined by applying a bias over it and 
measuring the resulting current. Initially silicon with a native oxide was used 
as a substrate, but because its resistance turned out to be far too low (120 0) , 
subsequent samples were created silicon with a thick, artificially grown, oxide 
layer. For these latter samples only a displacement current , due to charging of 
the structures ( which acted as a capacitor) , was observed and from the measured 
relaxation time a resistance of 1015 n has been calculated. Comparison of this 
value with values found in several references (107 - 1010 0) [22, 29- 33], indicates 
that if a current starts to flow, that it wil! flow through the intended molecule 
and not through the substrate. 
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